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I. INTRODUCTION 
A. Genetics and behaviour 
Behaviour genetics is defined by the particular phenotype it deals 
with. Like other branches of genetics, the main questions it seeks to answer 
are: To what extent and through what mechanisms does the genotype 
determine the phenotype? How do genes affect behaviour? This relatively 
new field of research has been reviewed by Hall (1951), Broadhurst 
(1960), and, more extensively by Fuller and Thompson (1960). Caspari 
(1958), Thorpe (1963), and Manning (1965) have discussed these 
problems also from an evolutionary point of view. Their six treatises 
clearly demonstrate the complexity of the issues involved. 
Behaviour depends on many factors, such as the development, 
structure and chemistry of the central nervous system, the blood cir-
culation, the actions of hormones, the performances of sense organs and 
the properties of the muscles; with genes presumably operating at many 
points in the chain. Environmental factors may change the behaviour and 
complicate the picture further. In addition, the behavioural phenotype is 
an elusive one and not easy to measure. This is particularly true in 
mammals (mice or rats), of which the behaviour is less stereotyped than 
in other classes. 
Thus, one question presents itself almost immediately: how should 
behaviour be defined? In my opinion this is only partly a matter of research 
strategy or (Hirsch, 1964) of such aspects of the continuous stream of 
behaviour an investigator happens to be interested in. Let us take, for 
example, the concepts of emotionality or anxiety, as used in work with 
rodents (Ader and Conklin, 1963; Broadhurst, 1957, 1960, and 1961; 
Denenberg and Whimbey, 1963; Hockman, 1961; Levine, 1959;Lieberman, 
1963). 
Emotionality is measured by scoring ambulation and defecation rates 
when the animal is in an open field. The procedure in itself —· although 
a limited one —· is not one to raise objections against; we know exactly 
what is being measured, viz. the number of lines traversed and the number 
of boluses deposited within a given period of time. It seems doubtful, 
however, if these parameters are adequate measures for "emotionality." 
In fact, at this early stage of behaviour-genetical research we do not know 
what kind of processes or conditions are covered by this term; it has no 
explanatory value. Hence, the behavioural phenotype cannot very well be 
defined in terms of emotionality (nor, for that matter, of intelligence; see 
Erlenmeyer-Kimling and Jarvik, 1963). 
It seems better to define behaviour in terms of what actually occurs 
in the behaving animal, occurrences to be established by means of direct 
observation and to be analyzed for their basic elements or units ( Caspari, 
1963). Thus v. lersel's (1959) definition is a useful one: Behaviour com-
prises coordinated muscle contractions occurring regularly, glandular 
activities and the actions of chromatophores. Numerous particular series 
of coordinated muscle contractions can be identified. They conform to the 
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behavioural components which ethologists call erbkoordinationen ( Lorenz, 
1950), fixed action patterns (Tinbergen, 1951 and 1963) or acts and 
postures (Grant and Mackintosh, 1963). It is evident that the above 
definition does not explicitly take into account the large field of learning 
phenomena. However, as soon as more will be known about the underlying 
causal mechanisms of behaviour, this definition might be widened 
accordingly. The first task, then, is to determine the extent to which genes 
affect the different components of behaviour. Mostly these effects may be 
expected to be quantitative in character. Next, we can attempt to clarify 
the intermediate physiological pathways. 
I have used the term "behaviour-genetical research." This was done 
deliberately, following a suggestion made by Kalmus (1955): " . . . 'genetic' 
should not be used to describe genetical differences." In this way confusion 
of the developmental and the hereditary aspects of behaviour may be 
avoided. 
B. Approaches to behaviour-genetical problems 
1. Phenotype-oriented and genotype-oriented research 
One way to tackle the problem of the determination of behaviour by 
genes is the phenotype-oriented approach (see Fuller, 1965). Starting 
from existing behavioural differences, investigators have attempted to 
trace such variations to the genotype. The differences may exist between 
species or between strains; after crossing, we can compare the hybrids 
with the parental types and draw our conclusions concerning the mode of 
inheritance of certain behaviour patterns. In this respect some information 
has been obtained by means of interspecific crosses with fish (swordtails 
and platies, Xiphophorus: Clark, Aronson and Gordon, 1954; cichlids, 
Tilapia: Peters, 1963) and with birds (parrots, Agapornis: Dilger, 1962; 
ducks, Mergus and Tadorna: Lind and Poulsen, 1963). Dominance and 
intermediate inheritance were demonstrated in the Ρχ, but as yet no exact 
identification of responsible genes has been possible. The same is true for 
the work with strain differences, especially in mice and rats (see below). 
In general, behavioural differences have been found to be due to multiple 
factors (or polygenes, here defined as a number of genes, each with a 
small effect on a quantitative character. Their action is cumulative. 
Sometimes they are called minor genes). There is one notable exception: 
in his work with bees. Apis, Rothenbuhler (1964) established that each 
of two well-defined behavioural responses was determined by one gene. 
The two genes probably segregate in an ordinary mendelian fashion. 
An alternative way is the genotype-oriented approach, in which the 
genotype is manipulated (by selection or by gene substitutions) and the 
effect on behaviour subsequently studied. Selection for behavioural traits 
has turned out to be successful in several species (see Broadhurst, 1960, 
p. 13-24), including Drosophila (Erlenmeyer-Kimling, 1961; Moray and 
Connolly, 1963; Hadler, 1964). Here, too, it appears that, judging from 
the gradualness of the selective response, polygenes play a preponderant 
role. 
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Although the gross defects in numerous neuromuscular mouse mutants 
are well-known (Russell, 1963; Gey and Kennard, 1964), relatively little 
attention has been paid to possible behavioural effects of less deleterious 
genes. In my view it would be worthwhile if a larger number of such 
genes were screened for pleiotropic effects. This would have the 
advantage that at least part of the relevant genetical material is known 
before one starts. In this respect the genotypical approach seems more 
favourable than the phenotypical one. 
2. Strain differences 
Behavioural differences between strains of rodents have been firmly 
established by now (see McClearn, 1965). Most studies of mice and rats 
deal with fairly small segments of behaviour only: activity in several types 
of open fields and mazes (McClearn, 1961; Thiessen, 1961; Bruell, 1962 
and 1964b; Williams, Zerof and Carr, 1962; Lindzey, Winston and 
Manosevitz, 1963; Schlesinger and Mordkoff, 1963; Mordkoff, Schlesinger 
and Lavine, 1964); wheelrunning (Bruell, 1964a); urinating and defecating 
(Thiessen, 1961; Lindzey, Winston and Manosevitz, 1963; Mordkoff, 
Schlesinger and Lavine, 1964); social dominance (Lindzey, Winston and 
Manosevitz, 1961); some sexual behaviour patterns (Whalen, 1961; 
McGill, 1962; McGill and Blight, 1963b); recovery of sex drive (McGill 
and Blight, 1963a; McGill and Tucker, 1964); maze and water escape 
learning (Winston, 1963 and 1964); avoidance conditioning (Collins, 
1964); and some seven categories of orientational responses (Vanderpool 
and Davis, 1962). An exception is the work of Lagerspetz (1964), who 
studied many aspects of aggressive behaviour in mice. Calhoun (1956) 
investigated the behaviour of mice living in large groups; here, too, strain 
differences became apparent. For comprehensive reviews of other pertinent 
literature before 1960, see Broadhurst (1960) and Fuller and Thompson 
(1960). 
It is clear, then, that many behavioural differences are hereditary in 
nature. Nearly all of them turn out to be dependent on polygenes. The 
question may now be raised in what way the effects of these genes should 
be analyzed. 
The first logical step would be to make crosses between the strains, 
thereby obtaining the first, second, and backcross generations. Means and 
standard deviations can be computed subsequently. In fact, this has 
already been done by some of the authors mentioned above, and such 
phenomena as dominance, intermediate inheritance and heterosis have been 
observed. A more sophisticated method, the diallel cross, has been 
employed by Broadhurst (1960) and by Collins (1964). By means of 
elaborate statistical calculations it is sometimes possible to arrive at a 
crude estimate of the heritability and of the number of effective polygenes, 
but this is practically all. The findings will merely substantiate the fact 
that behavioural variations are in some way related to genotypical differen-
ces, and therefore it may be said we are still at the starting-point. It seems 
Caspari (1963) was right when he gave his opinion that the study of 
strain differences per se would "not turn out to be very promising." 
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This does not mean that the above approach should be rejected as 
being without value; in the long run it might make a valuable contribution, 
especially if relevant polygenes could be isolated and related to specific 
behavioural characteristics. Unfortunately, isolating polygenes is not easy. 
Chai (1961) made an attempt to isolate polygenes for body size in mice 
and reports some success in transferring polygenes from a Large strain 
(LG) into a Small strain (SM) by repeatedly backcrossing the Fi with 
the SM and selecting for large body size. On the other hand, Broadhurst 
and Jinks (1963) stated: "It is hopeless to attempt to trace the effect of 
individual members of a polygenic system on characteristics showing 
continuous variation in the way that most behavioral data do." As far as 
I know, up to now no systematic attempt has been made in behaviour-
genetical research to carry out such an experiment, but it would be a very 
laborious undertaking indeed. 
3. Physiological correlates 
A few remarks are due here concerning the type of research which 
tries to relate gene-controlled variations in behaviour to such physiological 
findings as differences in hormonal balance, activity of enzymes and 
neurotransmitters in the brain, and alcohol metabolism. 
Strain differences in thyroid activity of mice were discovered by 
Chai (1958) and by Waterman and Moore (1958). It appears that 
strains which are known to behave actively in an open field situation show 
high thyroidal hormone secretion rates and a high iodine turn-over, 
whereas inactive strains show lower values. It might be inferred that this 
difference is connected with the intensity of cellular metabolism. In a 
selection experiment Feuer and Broadhurst (1962) demonstrated an 
association between thyroid function and defecation in rats: rats bred for 
infrequent defecation in an unfamiliar environment have higher thyroxine 
levels. 
As for neurochemical findings: when comparing two strains of mice, 
Maas (1963) found indications for a relationship between the amount of 
exploratory activities characteristic for the strains and the serotonin 
content of certain parts of the brain; the active strain showing less 
serotonin. Serotonin is believed to play a part in brain function, but nothing 
specific is known about it. Other investigators have studied by means of 
selection techniques a possible correlation between brain Cholinesterase 
activity and learning in the rat. For both traits strain differences have 
been established (there is a recent contribution by Rosenzweig, 1964; 
Roderick, 1960; see for effect of infant handling: Tapp and Markowitz, 
1963). Cholinesterase is an important agent in the transmission of neural 
impulses in synapses. In several respects the results of the above authors 
are not in accordance with each other and many problems remain unsolved. 
The same applies regarding the physiological determinants of alcohol 
preference (Rodgers and McCleam, 1962). 
Although these more direct and physiologically oriented approaches 
may open up interesting new perspectives, I would emphasize that there 
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is a fundamental difficulty here. In the study of polygenes both the 
genotype itself and its physiological and behavioural consequences can be 
manipulated only in a very general and statistical sense. This disadvantage 
is inherent to the method, at least up to now. It might be more profitable, 
therefore, to study the behavioural effects of such major genes as have 
already revealed some of their physiological or neuro-anatomical effects. 
4. Monogenic differences 
W i t h the method of gene substitution the procedure is to start from 
a mutant as well as from the wild type and to try to pursue this monogenic 
difference as far as possible, including behaviour. There is a number of 
scattered reports on this type of work, but except for the work done by 
Les ( 1958) no concentrated effort has been made to screen a large number 
of major genes systematically for their behavioural effects in one particular 
species, probably because of the time-consuming character of the work. 
In Drosophila, Scott (1943) studied the effects of brown and white on 
phototaxis, Bastock (1956) found an effect of yellow on wing vibration 
and Geer and Green ( 1962 ) discovered that some u>/¡ííe-alleles will 
influence mating success under light conditions. Keeler (1942) and Keeler 
and King (1942) reported associations of coat colour genes with tem-
perament in rats. Practically negative results were obtained in mice by 
Bundy (1950; short-ear), Ashman (1957; short-ear and maltese dilution). 
Les (1958; furless, yellow, short-ear, maltese dilation, and Ыаск-and-tan), 
Martin and Andrewartha (1962; f-allele), Denenberg, Ross and 
Blumenfield (1963; short-ear and pale-ear) and v. Abeelen (1963c; 
yellow). Some effects of hairless, albino, and misty were found (Les, 
1958), of hairless and pintail (Denenberg, Ross and Blumenfield, 1963), 
of pink-eyed dilution and brown (v. Abeelen, 1963c), and again of albino 
(Winston and Lindzey, 1964) on various behavioural characteristics of 
mice. T h e present investigation is an attempt to relate variations in mouse 
behaviour (behaviour in the ethological sense) to the actions of some six 
major genes. 
As Denenberg, Ross and Blumenfield (1963) have pointed out, the 
above findings do not guarantee that the differences between the mutant 
and nonmutant genotypes are specifically due to the genes involved. 
"It is probable that loci near to the marker genes are also heterozygous." 
This means that the behavioural differences observed may be caused by 
closely linked genes. Even if this is the case, we still may say that those 
behavioural traits are determined by relatively little chromosomal material. 
As stated earlier, it is worthwhile to investigate monogenic differences, 
provided we know something already about the mode of action of these 
genes, i.e. some information must be available on their specific physio­
logical or developmental effects (variations in brain chemistry, endocrino­
logical properties, reduced information input caused by morphological 
aberrations in the sense organs, etc.). If one should succeed in tracing 
behavioural effects of such genes, the monogenic approach might prove 
useful for elucidating the pathways from genotype to behavioural traits. 
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It should be kept in mind that any pleiotropic effects are not likely to be 
the outcome of a primary gene action. 
5. Interactions 
Many authors (e.g. Fuller, 1964) have stressed the importance of 
using co-isogenic stocks when employing the method of gene substitution. 
These are stocks maintained by inbreeding with forced heterozygosity at 
one particular locus. The reason for this is that otherwise single-gene 
effects might be confounded with or obscured by the consequences of 
other differences in genie background. This seems to be a good point. 
The use of these precision tools, considered ideal, depends on their 
availability. If they are for some reason inaccessible to the investigator, the 
question poses itself: Is it merely useful to work with highly inbred strains 
when studying the actions of single major genes, or is it essential? For 
three reasons I would argue it is not. 
In the first place, the presumed genotypical uniformity of inbred 
strains often fails to come up to our expectations, as is evident from the 
fact that they still respond to selection for a number of characteristics 
(Grüneberg, 1954). Hence there may still be — as in hybrid lines ·— a 
considerable degree of interaction: (i) interaction between the major gene 
studied and the rest of the genome (segregating modifiers, which alter 
the manifestation of a mutant gene, without obvious effects on the normal 
condition; Grüneberg, 1963, p. 5; Scott and Fredericson, 1951), (ü) in-
teraction among the polygenes themselves, (iii) interaction between the 
varying genie background and environmental factors. Placing the gene 
into various hereditary backgrounds could solve this problem. 
Secondly, inbred lines have their disadvantages. They frequently 
display a considerable amount of phenotypical variation, more than hybrid 
strains do. The former seem to be more susceptible to the normal range 
of environmental differences than the latter, they are less well buffered 
(see Grüneberg, 1954; Mordkoff and Fuller, 1959; Falconer, 1960, p. 132, 
and 1963; Schlesinger and Mordkoff, 1963; Mordkoff, Schlesinger and 
Lavine, 1964). In addition, they often show a marked inbreeding depres-
sion, i.e. they are clearly less vigorous than heterozygotes. (The 
phenomenon of heterosis in the behaviour of mice was reported on recently 
by Bruell, 1964a and 1964b, and by Winston, 1964). Furthermore, my 
own observation is that in a number of inbred strains it is sometimes 
difficult to evoke fighting behaviour; the mice show a conspicuous lack 
of aggressiveness, possibly caused by the continuous selection against 
this trait as practised in mouse rooms. 
Thirdly, using inbred strains is not essential, because it is possible to 
randomize the genie background in hybrids, thus avoiding systematic and 
unidirected effects of minor genes. Moreover, one would not expect these 
effects to be very strong. If the single major gene difference is the only 
systematic difference between the mutant and nonmutant groups and if 
the behavioural differences are found to be correlated with it, it seems 
safe to ascribe these differences to the action of the locus involved (or 
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adjacent loci). Nevertheless, this action might be a complex one. Yet 
another kind of interaction may play a role. In some cases and in some 
respects mutants have been observed to be more variable than the wild 
type phenotype. The latter appears more resistant to modification by 
environmental factors; it is more strongly canalized (cf. Waddington, 
1961). It is clear that we are still a long way off from an explanation of 
gene-to-behaviour relationships. 
Concluding this section, I will assume that the use of strains not 
highly inbred is not a serious draw-back in the monogenic type of research. 
C. Ethology as a tool 
1. Ethograms 
In ethology watching and registering the behaviour of animals as it 
takes place in their natural surroundings plays a predominant role. (See 
for recent surveys: ЕіЫ-Eibesfeldt, 1962; Tinbergen, 1963). A vast body 
of behavioural data has thus been collected in the field, and one might 
say that for many species there now exists a detailed morphology of 
behaviour. There has been some controversy regarding the objectivity of 
ethology (Kennedy, 1954; Lehrman, 1961; Hediger, 1963), but this 
referred to its conceptual framework rather than to the observational 
methods. 
Except for some investigations with mice (Scott and Fredericson, 
1951; Bauer, 1956; v. Abeelen, 1963a and 1963c; Lagerspetz, 1964) most 
behaviour-genetical studies have restricted themselves to very few aspects 
of behaviour only. For a further development it seems important that 
behaviour genetics should to a greater extent adopt the ethological 
procedures of direct observation and the drawing up of ethograms. An 
ethogram consists of an inventory of behavioural components that have 
been identified, described and named objectively. Such an inventory will 
enable us to compare different genotypes in many respects. Thus the 
chance that any behavioural differences are overlooked will be less than 
with a more limited approach towards the behavioural phenotype. 
Practically speaking, why should one not use the observation time spent 
to register as many behavioural items as possible? 
Grant and Mackintosh (1963) have drawn the attention to the fact 
that there is a complete lack of standardization of nomenclature of com­
ponents. For this reason I have used in the present study only names 
which in the literature stand for comparable acts or postures, unless com­
ponents have not been described previously; a tentative designation was 
then introduced. 
2. Grouping of behaviours 
The problem now arises how these components should be classified. 
Should this be done according to function? This is common practice, see 
for example Scott (1958), but it would imply that the functions are 
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actually known; this view is an aprioristic one. Probably the ideal way of 
classification would be according to causation; a grouping of behavioural 
units prompted by the information available on the underlying mechanisms 
of coordination and motivation. As a matter of fact, these are exactly the 
unsolved key problems continuously under investigation in ethology and 
psychology, and therefore this classification method is at the present time 
not a suitable basis to build upon. (Research on the motivational aspects 
of behaviour, by means of factor-analytical techniques, is rapidly devel-
oping, see Wiepkema, 1961; Grant, 1963; McClearn and Meredith, 
1964). 
In the present investigation I have not attempted to set up a classi-
fication according to causes or functions. The grouping of behavioural 
elements is merely a practical one, resulting from the particular experimen-
tal situations the animals were placed in. When certain behaviours are 
called exploratory or agonistic, these terms are used in a purely descriptive 
sense (the behaviour towards unfamiliar objects or the behaviour during 
combat, respectively), without any motivational implications. 
A correlation between the frequencies of two behavioural units does 
not always indicate that they are governed by some internal mechanism 
they have in common. A negative correlation may be simply due to the 
fact that the elements are mutually exclusive, that is, cannot be performed 
at the same time (e.g., climbing and sniffing at the material covering the 
floor, within a given observation time). 
3. Innate versus learned behaviour 
In ethology the stereotyped behavioural components have often been 
called "innate" or "inborn" behaviours (Lorenz, 1950; Tinbergen, 1951), 
as distinct from so-called "learned" or "acquired" behaviour, suggesting 
that we have a real antithesis here. This view has received —• quite 
rightly — much criticism (Hebb. 1953; Lehrman, 1953; Verplanck, 1955; 
Anastasi, 1958). I believe that the distinction between innate and acquired 
behaviour is devoid of meaning. For stereotyped behaviour patterns are 
by no means independent of environmental factors; learning ability, on 
the other hand, is controlled by genes ( Eibl-Eibesfeldt, 1963, has been 
working on these lines and his analyses furthermore have convincingly 
demonstrated that learning is of paramount importance in establishing an 
appropriate sequence and orientation of the behavioural elements). Every 
trait is the result of interactions between an organism endowed with 
genetical potentialities and the environment; the rigid separation into two 
kinds of behaviour seems a highly artificial one. 
However, an appropriate question here would be: which part of the 
variation between individuals is caused by genetical factors and which 
part of it is determined by environmental factors? To find an answer it 
seems, in first instance, best to try to keep external conditions constant or, 
if this is not possible, to keep them alike for the different groups that 
are to be compared. Subsequently one may vary the environment in order 
to obtain an insight into its effects. 
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D. Experimenting with mice 
For several reasons it may be said that the mouse, Mus musculus 
L., is well-suited for research in the field of behaviour genetics. Mice 
reproduce rapidly and are fairly economic to maintain. There are many 
strains available and we know a good deal about their formal genetics 
(Grüneberg, 1952; Green, 1963), more than we do of rats. Further, they 
display a large variety of behaviour patterns, as has been demonstrated 
in particular by Eibl-Eibesfeldt (1950 and 1958; see also Hagemann and 
Schmidt, 1960, p. 191, and Grant and Mackintosh, 1963). Most of the 
above advantages are shared by Drosophila, but its behaviour shows less 
plasticity and multiformity. 
There is one conspicuous difference between the behaviour of mice 
and rats. Rats tend to avoid for some time novel objects in an otherwise 
familiar environment, showing neophobia (Barnett, 1963), whereas mice 
are attracted by novel stimuli and appear to be very investigative from 
the start (Eibl-Eibesfeldt, 1950; Crowcroft, 1959). This makes mice 
more suitable for the study of exploratory behaviour. 
It should be kept in mind that laboratory mice are domesticated mice; 
their life-long confinement in small cages may drastically affect their 
behaviour. There is some evidence that laboratory mice jump less well 
(Eibl-Eibesfeldt, 1950), show an impaired alarm reaction (Antalfi, 1963), 
and perform less well in complex learning tasks (Kavanau, 1964) than 
wild mice do. 
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II. AIMS O F T H E P R E S E N T I N V E S T I G A T I O N 
Referring to the considerations outlined in the Introduction, the 
purposes of this study may be put as follows: 
a. An attempt is made to discover behavioural effects of some single 
major genes in mice (Mus musculus L.). 
b. The mutant alleles, subject to a comparison with their wild type 
alleles, are chosen for the fact that there is already some information 
available on their physiological effects. These mutants are: maltese 
dilution (d), pink~eyed dilution (p), brown (b),looptail (Lp), jerfcer (je), 
and waltzer (v). Their morphological and physiological characteristics 
and the details of their breeding histories will be described under the 
appropriate sections in Chapter V. 
с ferker and waltzer aie compared with normals as well as with each 
other in order to determine the extent to which it will be possible to 
distinguish between these very close mimics located in different linkage 
groups. 
d. In order to be reasonably certain that the single-gene difference is 
the only systematic difference between the groups an attempt is made to 
randomize the genie backgrounds as far as is possible. 
e. For the purpose of a comparison between the types in a good 
many respects an ethogram is established, i.e. the behaviour is broken 
down into components frequently performed by male animals when placed 
in one out of two experimental situations (23 components in an ex­
ploratory situation; 12 components in an agonistic situation). 
f. In order to study any quantitative differences between mutant and 
nonmutant types the frequencies of behavioural elements are compared. 
g. Notes are taken for any qualitative differences in behaviour. 
h. The environmental factors for the groups are kept as uniform as 
is practicable. 
j . In a few instances variances are computed to gain an insight in 
the interactions between genotype and environment. 
k. Some correlations between components are computed, mainly to 
get a preliminary idea of any associations between particular behavioural 
items, and of their interdependence. 
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III. M E T H O D S 
A. Rearing and handling of the mice 
1. Environmental factors 
Before and during testing, external conditions for the individual mice 
were kept as nearly identical as was possible. The animals were housed in 
glass cages with a bedding of peat dust and a metal cover. A food hopper 
always contained a sufficient supply of pellets of laboratory mouse food; 
water was also available ad libitum from a bottle with metal tube. About 
once in a fortnight the mice would receive some wheat in addition. For 
cleaning purposes their cages were changed every week. The animals were 
maintained in a mouse room where the natural day/night periodicity 
prevailed. Due to recurrent technical difficulties the temperature and the 
relative humidity fluctuated: between 17 and 220C and between 70 and 
95 percent, respectively. 
For removal of ectoparasites all subjects were dipped in a pyrethrum-
solution a few days after weaning, with the exception of four mice of the 
black-strain which escaped attention at the time. This inevitable procedure 
could have been somewhat traumatic. It has been demonstrated that 
infantile experience, like handling, can have a marked effect upon later 
behaviour of mice, deermice or rats (King and Eleftheriou, 1959; Levine, 
1959; Denenberg and Smith, 1963; Levine and Broadhurst, 1963; 
Henderson, 1964). In general, handled animals are more active. All 
subjects used in the present investigation were handled only when the 
weekly cleaning routine or dipping took place; they were picked up by 
the tail without using forceps. 
At the age of one month the mice were weaned. The males were 
then kept in isolation, a number of females were saved for future matings. 
(For physiological effects of long-term isolation in mice and rats, consult 
Hatch, Balazs, Wiberg, and Grice, 1963). The rationale behind the 
isolation procedure was to allow the males to have the same experiences 
prior to testing, without giving them any opportunities for social in-
teractions that might influence subsequent behaviour. In this way 
conditioning of the males was prevented. Since the work of Ginsburg and 
Allee (1942) many other investigators have held the opinion that isolation 
will enhance the aggressiveness of mice. However, clear proof of this is 
still lacking; Bauer (1956) has been unable to find an effect of previous 
isolation on aggressiveness and King and Gurney (1954) have even 
shown that raising males in isolation will reduce their aggressiveness. 
W h e n the mice were about ten weeks old they were transferred, 
while staying in their home cages, to the observation room. Its temperature 
varied between 19 and 27°C, the relative humidity between 22 and 80 
percent. T h e room had eight forty-watt fluorescent tubes. The animals 
were never toe-clipped nor ear-punched; for identification in the agonistic 
situation half of them had their left ears coloured by fuchsin. To ward 
off strong interference of feeding behaviour with investigative or fighting 
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behaviour, they were given a little wheat again on the morning before 
observation. 
2. Maternal effects 
There are various ways in which the mother may affect the behaviour 
of her offspring. The mother's genotype may influence her metabolism 
and behaviour, and these in turn can affect the behaviour of the young 
when they are still in utero or after they have been born. On the other 
hand, some extra-genetical or accidental behavioural characteristic of the 
mother may exert an effect on the behaviour of the offspring, both 
prenatally and postnatally. For instance, there is some evidence that 
submitting pregnant mice or rats to handling or to stress will result in 
changes in the behaviour of the young. (Hockman, 1961; Keeley, 1962; 
Ader and Conklin, 1963; Denenberg and Whimbey, 1963; Lieberman, 
1963; and DeFries, 1964, investigated activity and defecation rates in 
this respect; unfortunately, their findings are not in agreement). 
Within the scope of the present study it was not possible to control 
any maternal influences by systematic reciprocal crosses nor by means 
of the cross-foster technique. Nevertheless, some kind of control seemed 
desirable. This was achieved by selecting for observation mutant mice and 
wild type mice from the same litters. As far as was practicable, ar­
rangements were made to ensure that every mouse in the mutant group had 
one of its littermates in the control group. Such a pair of individuals would 
have had a common intrauterine and postnatal environment and maternal 
effects could be ruled out as a source of the differences found. 
Mostly, the above practice did not present difficulties, notably not in 
the case of maltese dilution and looptail. these mutants being maintained 
in stocks bred with forced heterozygosity. Obviously, it was impossible 
with mice from the black-strain (В/В; PjP) which were compared with 
mice from a café au lait-strain (ί>/ί>; ρ/ρ) and their Ρχ; in the F2 and the 
backcross, however, the different genotypes to be compared could again 
be picked from segregating litters and this, indeed, was regularly done, as 
long as the breeding programme was not hampered by discarding too 
many less suitable litters. 
Finally, it is hard to believe that the maternal behaviour should have 
a large impact on the behaviour of the already highly deviant neurological 
mutants. 
3. Fostering 
In a number of cases females, particularly those of the black-strain, 
performed poorly in taking care of their offspring. It became then neces­
sary to have these young reared by (albino) foster mothers. Now the 
amount of handling, suckling, grooming, and retrieving to which neonate 
mice are subjected, may make quite a difference in their later behaviour. 
Ressler's work (1962, 1963) seems to suggest that there is a connection 
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between visual exploration in 60 days-old fostered mice and the amount 
of handling they have received during infancy from their foster mothers. 
T o see whether fostering of the blacks had any influence, the 
frequencies of behavioural components found in fostered and in 
non-fostered mice were compared and tested statistically. 
In the present investigation only one other group of mice was fostered 
to some albino females, arbitrarily chosen. They were the first generation 
of jerker X waltzer crosses. Breeding these Fj-animals in sufficient num­
bers was not a simple task; it was facilitated by providing the pregnant 
jerkers with an artificial nest (this prevents dispersal of the young) and 
by taking away the litter very soon after birth and giving it to another 
nursing female. This circumstance should be taken into account when 
comparing the Ρχ with the F2 of the same cross. 
4. Effect of litter 
The possibility that the sex, the genotype or number of the littermates 
will determine to some degree the behaviour of a particular mouse in that 
litter, cannot be excluded. However, there is no reason to suspect that 
such an influence would disturb the comparisons, if, at least, the groups 
to be compared consist of mice from a good many different litters of 
about equal size. Then we would expect the litter effect to be a random 
variable, just like any other environmental factor. In spite of this con­
sideration, statistical tests were carried out on a few groups in this 
investigation in order to evaluate the magnitude of such an effect. 
Barbehenn (1961) showed that there is some effect of litter size on 
social behaviour in rats. Further, a mouse raised in solitude by the mother 
seems to be more active in an open field and more aggressive than a 
mouse raised together with its siblings (Denenberg, Hudgens and Zarrow, 
1964). For this reason litters consisting of a single animal only were 
discarded. Cutting down the litters to a standard size would have interfered 
too much with the breeding programme. 
B. Observation methods 
1. Apparatus 
The observation cage originally was an aquarium which was recon­
structed for serving the purpose of direct observations of the behaviour 
of mice. It measured 108 X 49 X 49 cm; in such a large cage it is possible 
to witness the space-requiring components, like carrying food, jumping, 
chasing, and fleeing as well. For contrast with the different coat colours 
of mice the inside was painted a pale green. 
There was a bedding of peat dust on the floor of the terrarium with 
some food pellets scattered randomly over it, providing the mice with 
ample opportunity for digging, pushing, eating, etc. Attached to the far 
wall there were two empty food hoppers, screwed together, and a filled 
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drinking-bottle, offering an opportunity for climbing and drinking. To 
prevent mice jumping out, the top of the cage was covered by a plexiglas 
sheet with three large round holes. 
The front was a glass pane, which permitted viewing the mice from 
aside. This had the advantage that actions performed with the legs, e.g. 
vibrating with the forepaws, could be easily observed. The cage was 
cleaned very rarely: probably the scent tracks left by the animals were 
all over the cage. 
2. Experimental situations 
The subjects, all of them males between 11 and 14 weeks of age, 
were examined in two different situations. In connection with the 
well-known fluctuations in activity in the course of the day (Aschoff, 
1955; Tribukait, 1956), the observations were always made between 2 p.m. 
and 6 p.m. 
In the exploratory situation single males were placed into the ob-
servation cage and 23 behavioural components exhibited by them were 
recorded (for descriptions see Chapter IV) . Each animal was observed 
for one period of 15 minutes, except the F1 and the F2 of the jerker X 
waltzer crosses. The latter were observed three times, in sessions of 20 
minutes on different days, making for a total testing time of one hour in 
the exploratory situation. 
In the agonistic situation 12 components, displayed by one pair of 
males of the same genotype, were registered for both individuals 
simultaneously. Each pair was examined only once, but now for a period 
of 20 minutes. However, the ¥1 and F 2 mentioned above were not used in 
the paired test. On all occasions the exploratory situation preceded the 
agonistic situation, so the pairs were already familiar with the terrarium. 
Moreover, in the morning before the paired test they were placed for 15 
more minutes in the cage (King and Gurney, 1954, claim that a strange 
environment tends to inhibit aggression in mice). 
The total number of mice investigated was 277. 
3. Testing procedures 
After the mice had been brought from the mouse room to the 
observation room they were not handled manually anymore. They were 
taken from their home cages to the terrarium in the following way: an 
empty wire mesh food hopper would be lowered into the cage and the 
mouse would enter it on its own volition. Having done so, it was 
transferred to the observation cage; after some waiting the animal would 
emerge and start moving about the terrarium. Although this procedure 
may appear over-cautious, it was adopted not without good reason. 
Especially in the case of the paired situation it would seem to prevent 
inhibition of aggression due to handling. In the agonistic situation both 
individuals were introduced into the cage at exactly the same time, so as 
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to avoid a situation of one male invading another's territory. 
Registration of components started immediately after the mouse or 
mice had been placed into the cage and the hopper had been withdrawn. 
The animals were again isolated when the observations were finished. 
4. Recording of behaviour 
Several methods are currently in use for the registration of animal 
behaviour, viz. the polygraph, the tape recorder, the checklist and the film 
technique (for the latter, see Beach, 1942; Banks, 1959; Eibl-Eibesfeldt, 
1958; Eisenberg, 1963; Welker, 1964). All have their advantages and 
disadvantages. The checklist is the simplest one and frequencies of 
behavioural elements can easily be obtained by summation, but in the 
hands of an inexperienced observer it is, perhaps, the less reliable one. 
It requires a good deal of practice. 
In the present investigation the checklist was employed. Such a 
registration form (see Appendices A and B) consisted of a list of com­
ponents; each time a mouse performed one of these the item was ticked 
off. This was done according to a standard procedure. If an animal would 
resume some particular act, e.g. digging, after a pause, however short, or 
after an interruption by another act, two marks for digging would be 
entered in the list. The criteria for occurrence or non-occurrence are 
outlined in Chapter IV. Notes about qualitative differences in behaviour 
were also put down on the form. 
Sometimes "freezing behaviour" (c/. p. 28) complicated matters. This 
can be a very time-consuming event and if it happens often in the course 
of an observation period the frequencies of other components may be 
expected to be considerably lower in consequence. Therefore I decided 
to prolong the session with π minutes in case the animal froze for a total 
duration of π minutes in that session. But if freezing lasted for longer 
than 8 minutes, the animal was taken out and observation was repeated 
on another day. This happened in very few instances only. 
С Way of collecting data 
The total frequencies were taken from the registration sheets and 
tabulated according to experimental situation, genotype, and litter. After 
the statistical tests were carried out the tables were further condensed; 
they are presented in Chapter V. Usually the total frequencies per group 
are given; in a few cases however, mean frequencies are tabulated so as 
to facilitate comparisons of groups of unequal size. 
Although the procedures as described in Section В are laborious, 
they have the advantage of yielding considerable information on the 
behaviour of the mice, thus enabling the investigator to scrutinize possible 
behavioural differences between mutants and nonmutants in a good many 
respects. 
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D. Statistics 
The statistical methods were already decided upon during the 
planning of the experiments. For the comparisons of the different groups 
mainly two non-parametric tests were employed, viz. the Mann-Whitney 
U-test and Fisher's exact test for 2 X 2 contingency tables (consult 
Siegel, 1956; p. 116 and p. 96, respectively). Both are considered very 
powerful tests. 
In most cases the size of the groups in the exploratory situation was 
20 animals, but there were some groups of 13 or 14 animals; with the 
jerker X waltzer crosses the size varied from 7 to 10 (these groups were 
observed for a much longer time, however; see Section B. 2). If the total 
frequencies of some particular behavioural component exceeded 10 in 
both groups, the two-tailed U-test was applied, with a correction for ties. 
If groups were combined, the U-test was performed on the weighted means 
of the values observed (see Riimke and Van Eeden, 1961, Ch. 16). The 
Mann-Whitney test avoids the t-test's assumptions of normal distribution 
and equal variance and considers the rank value of each observation in 
the samples. Hence it is fairly insensitive to extreme values, which makes 
it especially useful in behavioural work. In the tables of Chapter V dif­
ferences found by means of the U-test are indicated by uu (P<0.01) , 
u (P<0.05) or (u) (0 .05<P<0.08) . 
If in one of the groups compared the total frequency of some com­
ponent was smaller than or equal to 10, Fisher's test was used (zero 
against non-zero; two-tailed). Differences discovered by means of the 
exact test are marked in the tables by ее (P<0.01) , e (P<0.05) or (e) 
(0 .05<P<0.08) . Thus, the criterion for application of the one or the 
other test was the frequency of 10, with one exception, however: in the 
comparison of the fostered blacks (11) with the non-fostered blacks (9) the 
criterion was a total frequency of 50 for the whole group of blacks. In a 
few instances, analysis of variance (the F-test, two-tailed) was performed 
to obtain an insight into possible differences in the variances of groups. 
This was done for those components of which the total frequencies in 
both groups exceeded 100 (maltese dilution vs. dense) or 30 (F2 jerker X 
waltzer). Significant differences in variance are indicated by f f (P<0.01 ) 
or by f (P<0.05) . 
Effect of litter was statistically tested with the Kruskal-Wallis test 
(De Jonge, 1958, p. 246; and Riimke and Van Eeden, 1961, p. 83), but 
exclusively for components with frequencies exceeding 100 in each group. 
Some litters consisted of very few animals; if so, the application of the 
test was limited to the two components with the highest scores 
(reconnoitering and leaning against wall). 
Finally, Kendall's test (Kendall, 1955) was used to detect cor­
relations between a number of behavioural elements, the criterion being 
that the total frequency of each element should exceed 10. If not, the 
conventional exact correlation test was applied. 
All statistical calculations and tests were carried out by The 
Institute for Mathematical Service, University of Nijmegen. 
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IV. DESCRIPTION O F T H E BEHAVIOUR O F MICE 
For the purpose of defining them in an unambiguous way, the 
behavioural components which in the present investigation were employed 
for the comparison of different genotypes are listed and briefly described 
below. The criteria for occurrence or non-occurrence were, of course, 
somewhat arbitrarily chosen. Once they were fixed, however, they were 
applied rigorously during all observations. The three-letter symbols are the 
same as those used in the tables in Chapter V. For more detailed descrip-
tions, together with figures, the reader is referred to Eibl-Eibesfeldt 
(1958) and to v. Abeelen (1963a). Literature before 1963, concerning 
behavioural elements in Mas, Rattas, Microtus, and Peromyscus, can be 
found in these papers. 
A. The behaviour of males 
1. Solitary males 
If a male mouse is brought into an unfamiliar cage, its movements 
tend to be slow and cautious. At first the animal will keep close to the 
wall; but gradually its behaviour will become more active, and after a few 
minutes it usually wanders across the entire cage. The following com-
ponents may be observed: 
Staring at observer, STA 
Sometimes other acts in which the mouse is engaged are interrupted 
by this component. Except for breathing, the animal is absolutely 
motionless and fixes the observer, its ears being turned towards him. The 
component was registered as such, irrespective of the posture assumed 
(e.g. sitting, leaning, hanging). 
Hair fluffing, FLU 
Pilo-erection to such an extent that the skin of the back becomes 
visible between the hairs. Barnett (1963) describes hair fluffing in rats. 
Tail rattling, RAT 
A rapid sequence of movements, in a horizontal plane, of the whole 
tail or the tail tip. It is a conspicuous feature of mouse behaviour, but it 
seems to occur in rats too, although at a slower rate (Grant and 
Mackintosh, 1963). 
Sniffing at rack, RAC 
The animal has approached the empty rack inside the cage, the nose 
is held close to it or is actually touching it and movements of the nasal 
skin take place. It was registered as long as the mouse stayed on the floor, 
either rearing or leaning, not during climbing the rack. The term sniffing 
was reserved for the investigation by the mouse of inanimate objects in 
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order to distinguish it from smelling at another mouse; then the term 
nosing was used. Welker ( 1964) has made a thorough analysis of sniffing 
behaviour in rats. According to him it is " . . . a fixed and stable response 
pattern that is relatively independent of age and of long or short term 
experiential factors." 
Sniffing at bottle, B O T 
Like sniffing at rack. 
Sniffing at peat dust, PEA 
Because there is almost constant sniffing at the material covering the 
floor, the registration of this behavioural element turned out to be rather 
difficult. Under the present heading only the following act was considered: 
the animal, having come to a complete stand-still, examines one particular 
spot. 
Reconnoitering, REC 
This seems to be a posture of alertness. Rearing, occasionally for a 
moment only, the animal visually takes in its environment (scanning). The 
forepaws are not in contact with any surface; however, the posture may 
be followed or preceded immediately by another component, viz. leaning. 
Lifting one forepaw, LIF 
It looks as if the mouse is about to reconnoitre, but it limits itself to 
drawing one of its forelegs close to the body, the other remaining firmly 
on the floor. Balph and Stokes (1963) observed similar behaviour in 
ground squirrels. 
Leaning against wall, LEA 
Rearing on its hind legs, the mouse places one forepaw or both against 
the wall. Leaning is not always combined with sniffing. 
Gnawing at wall, G N A 
Registered when audible; in that case it could not be mistaken for 
sniffing or licking. 
Climbing, С LI 
Here, the proviso was that all four feet were clear of the floor and 
were in contact with the empty rack or the bottle inside the terrarium at 
least once in the whole sequence. 
Hanging, H A N 
The animal hangs down, clasping the rack or the bottle with one or 
two feet without other means of support. 
Jumping, JUM 
This only covered jumping upwards; jumping down from an object 
was not included here. 
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Sniffing at food pellet, F O O 
Like sniffing at peat dust. 
Carrying food, CAR 
The food is picked up by the mouth and the mouse carries it over a 
shorter or longer distance. Afterwards the piece may be dropped or eaten. 
Eating. E A T 
In order to be able to distinguish eating from mere nibbling at food, 
the criteria applied were: chewing must be audible and the mouse must 
have the typically arched back while holding the food in its front paws. 
Drinking, DRI 
Drinking was judged to have taken place when air was observed to 
enter the drinking bottle. 
Defecating, DEF 
Every bolus deposited was registered separately. 
Shaking the fur, SHA 
This component shows some resemblance with the well-known dog 
behaviour, but there are two differences: in mice the shaking movement 
is carried out much more rapidly, and there is one single shake at a time, 
an act in which either the entire animal or its front part may be involved. 
As far as I know this behaviour has not been mentioned as such in the 
literature before. 
Vibrating with the forepaws, VIB 
Rapid motions of the paws under the mouth were covered by this 
term. The paws do not touch the head, as they do in wiping. It may be 
seen during sitting or during reconnoitering. 
Grooming, GRO 
This includes wiping with the forepaws, scratching with the hind 
legs, licking with the tongue, and combing with the teeth. Grooming was 
always registered once, irrespective of the number of times these particular 
movements occurred during a certain sequence. 
Digging. DIG 
Scraping with the forepaws and kicking the material backwards with 
the hind legs. A mark was entered for digging whichever of these two 
acts happened, and only a single mark in case they were performed almost 
simultaneously. 
Pushing, PUS 
By means of very rapid alternating movements with the forepaws 
the material is displaced in a forward direction. In doing so, the mouse, 
too, will often move forward. 
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Still other components may be observed in the solitary situation, e.g. 
running, hopping, crawling back, resting, sleeping, stretching, yawning, 
gnashing the teeth, scratching at the wall, hoarding, various nest building 
activities, and urinating. Most of them were rare and therefore not very 
useful for a quantitative comparison of different types. 
Occasionally "freezing" (see Riess, 1946, rats) was observed. The 
animal is stiff and motionless, there is an absence of all overt behaviour. 
Freezing may take place all of a sudden while the mouse is climbing, 
drinking or just walking. Sometimes it is very time-consuming, a problem 
dealt with in Chapter III. 
2. Pairs of males 
If two males are put together in an observation cage, they will, 
evidently, demonstrate quite a number of actions mentioned sub 1. In 
addition several other components, in particular agonistic ones, come into 
play. At first, the animals will be even matched; after some time the 
following social relationship will establish itself: a rather passive submissive 
mouse and a freely moving dominating one (the term "dominating" is 
used to avoid confusion with the genetical term "dominant"). The whole 
fighting sequence conveys an impression of being a ritual; I have never 
seen a mouse actually killed. See further Lagerspetz (1964). 
The components, registered for both animals, were the following: 
Fixing, FIX 
The animal is immobile and turns its ears towards the other mouse, 
while staring. 
Hair fluffing, FLU 
As described in Section 1. 
Tail rattling, R A T 
As described in Section 1. In fact, one can make a distinction between 
two kinds of tail rattling. One is a very rapid undulation of the tail, 
usually shown by a dominating male; the other is a stiff vibration, common 
in submissive mice. 
Wrestling, W R E 
This implies fierce interaction, together with biting and rolling over 
and over. 
Chasing, CHA 
One mouse rushes after its opponent, apparently trying to bite the 
other animal. 
Fleeing, FLE 
Avoiding the opponent by jumping and/or running away. 
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Submissive posture, SUB 
A mouse was considered to have adopted this posture only in the 
event of rearing and sitting motionless with uplifted head. In this way 
it was possible to distinguish this element from the dancing position. 
Nosing, N O S 
This comprised any sniffing (see above) at any body parts of the 
other mouse, wherever the latter was in the cage. 
Touching, T O U 
The opponent is nudged with the mouth underneath the head. 
Presumably this is a stimulation for social grooming. 
Mounting, M O U 
Placing the forepaws on the back of the rival, often with attempts at 
clasping. In general, males will not present this behaviour very frequently. 
Nevertheless, its registration could be of importance in view of the pos-
sibility that sexual tendencies might strongly interfere with (or even 
suppress) agonistic behaviour, as was the case with some males in earlier 
investigations. On the other hand, attempts on the part of one of the 
animals to copulate also may elicit fighting or fleeing in the rival. For 
that reason it seemed worthwhile to watch out for any mounting behaviour. 
Grooming, GRO 
On account of the possible occurrence of displacement grooming, 
especially as far as wiping is concerned, counting grooming behaviour 
seemed appropriate with paired males. All grooming activities were 
registered, however. The same applies to: 
Digging, DIG 
Although scraping might be the displacement activity proper, digging 
was registered as indicated under Section 1. 
W h e n two male mice are placed together, a number of other com-
ponents may be observed: threatening, thrusting, flagging, evading, and 
crouching (as found by Grant, 1963, in rats), approaching, following, 
deserting, mincing, crowding, boxing, kicking, dancing position, biting, 
squealing, social grooming, and snatching food. Particularly during a 
violent fight it turned out to be a difficult task to register for both animals 
simultaneously all these elements exactly. Moreover, as many of them 
occurred only sporadically, it seemed better to leave them out. 
B. The behaviour of males and females placed together 
Because sexual behaviour was not included in the comparison of 
different genotypes, not much will be said about it here. If one male and 
one female are put together in the observation cage some new components 
may occur. These are: creeping in front of the other mouse, creeping 
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under partner, copulation, falling over, lying flat (performed by the male), 
parrying (by the female), and post-copulatory licking of the genitals. On 
two occasions I saw a female vigorously attacking the male, the reverse 
is not too rare. 
For the following reasons I have refrained from using mating 
behaviour: it so happened that all animals were reared under natural 
light-dark conditions. Is is well-known that there is in mice far less mating 
behaviour at day-time than at night; in order to obtain sufficiently high 
frequencies one would be obliged to have sessions of uneconomically 
long duration. Furthermore, in an earlier pilot study with jerker mice 
(v. Abeelen, 1963c) it even turned out that there are virtually no quan-
titative differences between the sexual behaviour of jerkers and of normal 
mice (there were quite a few qualitative differences, though). Thus it 
seems doubtful if mating behaviour is of any useful value in such research 
as undertaken here. 
C. The behaviour of the young before weaning 
Some notes were taken about the behaviour of the mice when they 
were still in their home cages, before being weaned and isolated at one 
month of age. The objective was to see if jerkers or waltzers show any 
behavioural peculiarities in early life. 
What Cosnier (1963) reports on young rats is also true for very 
young mice: they clearly demonstrate gregarious behaviour, that is, they 
tend to remain close together, repeatedly crawling on top of each other. 
This applies also to the neurological mutants. At ten days mice, among 
other things, are able to lean against the wall, except for jerkers and 
waltzers; at least, I have never observed them to do this. In three-week old 
animals there is no difficulty in distinguishing the deviant behaviour of 
the neurological mutants from that of normals, on account of circling, 
backing movements, and the absence of the pinnae reflex in the former. 
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V. RESULTS 
A. Maltese dilution 
1. Description of the mutant 
The effects of the mutation maltese dilution (d; linkage group II) 
on coat colour and on body size have been dealt with by Grüneberg 
(1952, p. 50-51 and p. 405-407). This allele was chosen for the present 
investigation because it seems to have some interesting biochemical con-
sequences. Coleman (I960) reports that the activity of phenylalanine 
hydroxylase, an enzyme acting in the conversion of phenylalanine to 
tyrosine, is reduced to about one-half in recessive homozygotes as 
compared to its activity in wild-type homozygotes. Heterozygotes show 
intermediate values. He ascribes this reduction to the presence of an 
inhibitor in the liver. The condition has some similarity with the human 
hereditary disease known as phenylpyruvic oligophrenia, although here 
it is the phenylalanine hydroxylase level which is abnormally low (see 
Jervis, 1953). Since in humans an error in this particular biochemical 
system often results in behavioural disturbances, the maltese dilute mouse 
would seem a suitable model for study. 
In addition, Coleman (1960) found that, due to the inhibition of 
tyrosine production, there is accumulation of phenylacetic acid in these 
mutants. This acid, in turn, could inhibit the decarboxylases operating in 
the synthesis of serotonin and gamma-aminobutyric acid. A shortage of 
these substances in the brain might be responsible for the increased in-
cidence of convulsions in maltese dilute mice (see also Huff and Huff, 
1962). The work of Huff and Fuller (1964) casts some doubt on this 
explanation of the relationship between the cMocus and audiogenic 
seizures; these investigators observed a high activity of phenylalanine 
hydroxylase in djd - mice which were shown to be non-susceptible. Thus 
the biochemical explanation may still hold good (see, however, Yi-Yung 
Hsia, Nishimura and Brenchley, 1963, for work with guinea pigs), but 
the role of the d ~ locus remains obscure. 
A lethal allele (dl) of maltese dilution was discovered by Searle 
(1952). Together with other enzymological peculiarities, this mutant 
shows an even larger decrease in phenylalanine hydroxylase activity than 
maltese dilute mice do (Coleman, 1960; Rauch and Yost, 1963). Further, 
it strongly affects the central nervous system, i.e. degenerating myelin 
has been observed in certain nervous tracts (Kelton, 1961; Kelton and 
Rauch, 1962). To the best of my knowledge there are no published data 
on such neurological aberrations in maltese dilute mice. 
2. Breeding history 
The homozygous and heterozygous maltese dilute animals used 
descended from a dwarf (dw) strain, procured in the autumn of 1959 
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from Dr. Snell, Bar Harbor, U.S.A. This strain, in addition to maltese 
dilution, also contained silver (si). These mice were crossed with brown 
(b) mice from a yellow (Ay) strain obtained in 1958 from the Central 
Institute for Experimental Animals, T.N.O., Utrecht, The Netherlands, 
and then randomly bred for five generations (dj+ X d[d combinations 
after the F2). They were good breeders. The mice examined came from 
the F4 (two groups of 11 ) and from the F 5 (two groups of nine). At that 
stage segregation for dw or si did not take place anymore. All had the 
genotype a/a: bjb. The homozygous maltese dilute animals came from 15 
litters, the heterozygotes from 14 litters. 
Evidently, the experimental subjects were not inbred. As pointed 
out in Section I. B. 5, this is not to be considered as a disadvantage. 
3. Findings 
Before comparing the frequencies of the behavioural components of 
the two genotypes, it seemed desirable to test in the first place whether 
there were any differences between the F4 and F5 generations. This was 
done for components occurring in the exploratory situation and having 
total frequencies higher than 10 in both groups. Table 1 shows the results 
(for the statistical methods employed and the meaning of the symbols, 
see Section III D ) . 
TABLE 1 
F4 AND Fs COMPARED: MEAN FREQUENCIES OF BEHAVIOURAL COM-
PONENTS PERFORMED BY SOLITARY MALES IN 15 MINUTES 
Components 
RAC 
BOT 
PEA 
REC 
LIF 
LEA 
GNA 
CLI 
FOO 
SHA 
GRÒ 
DIG 
Dilute 
F* 
Means 
(n=l l ) 
12.3 
7.4 
28.9 
12.3 
1.0 
22.4 
1.3 
9.2 
7.8 
1.1 
10.6 
10.0 
(d/d) 
Fs 
Means 
(n=9) 
12.d 
7.8 
44.7 
11.1 
2.5 
24.6 
1.7 
7.8 
8.1 
1.2 
6.0 
8.5 
Result 
of test 
u 
Non-dilute 
Fé 
Means 
(n=l l ) 
12.3 
7.2 
28.8 
12.1 
1.6 
20.1 
1.1 
13.6 
7.1 
1.0 
5.8 
6.2 
(d/ + ) 
Fs 
Means 
(n=9) 
14.0 
7.0 
43.7 
11.0 
1.6 
23.4 
1.5 
8.5 
8.3 
1.5 
5.3 
5.6 
Result 
of test 
uu 
Abbreviations: see Table 2. 
Significant differences are indicated by u (P<0.05) and uu (P<0.01). 
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In both genotypic groups the Рб-апітаіз demonstrated sniffing at 
peat dust more often than the F4. This turned out to be the only difference; 
consequently, the values for the other components could be pooled. 
Because the number of mice taken from a particular litter was always 
very small, tests for possible litter effects were limited to some of the 
more frequent behaviours, viz. sniffing at rack, sniffing at peat dust, and 
leaning against wall. For these I failed to find any indications of such an 
effect and I did not go into the remote possibility that it should exist for 
other elements. 
TABLE 2 
DILUTE VERSUS NON-DILUTE: FREQUENCIES AND STANDARD DEVIA­
TIONS OF BEHAVIOURAL COMPONENTS PERFORMED BY SOLITARY 
MALES IN 15 MINUTES 
Components 
STA 
FLU 
RAT 
RAC 
BOT 
PEA* 
REC 
LIF 
LEA 
GNA 
CLI 
HAN 
JUM 
FOO 
CAR 
EAT 
DRI 
DEF 
SHA 
VIB 
GRO 
DIG 
PUS 
Dilute 
Totals 
(n=20) 
5 
18 
18 
252 
153 
721 
236 
34 
469 
31 
173 
14 
0 
159 
0 
20 
5 
15 
24 
21 
171 
188 
2 
(d/d) 
SD 
3.7 
3.1 
14.2 
5.9 
7.5 
5.2 
3.9 
6.9 
7.7 
Non-dilute 
Totals 
(a=20) 
1 
13 
11 
262 
143 
711 
233 
33 
433 
27 
227 
5 
0 
154 
3 
28 
8 
16 
25 
24 
112 
120 
1 
id/ + ) 
SD 
4.7 
2.3 
12.9 
4.7 
6.5 
6.6 
4.4 
3.8 
4.6 
Results 
of tests 
f 
f 
Abbreviations: STA: staring at observer; FLU: hair fluffing; RAT: tail rattling; RAC: 
sniffing at rack; BOT: sniffing at bottle; PEA: sniffing at peat dust; REC: reconnoiterlng; 
LIF: lifting one forepaw; LEA: leaning against wall; GNA: gnawing at wall; CLI: 
climbing; HAN: hanging; JUM: jumping; FOO: sniffing at food; CAR: carrying food; 
EAT: eating; DRI: drinking; DEF: defecating; SHA: shaking the fur; VIB: vibrating 
with the forepaws; GRO: grooming; DIG: digging; PUS: pushing. 
Significant differences between variances are indicated by f (P<0.05). 
* U-test for F4 and Fe separately. 
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A comparison of the frequencies of the maltese dilute and the 
non-dilute mice in the exploratory situation did not yield any significant 
differences (see Table 2). On the contrary, most values show close 
approximation. With regard to the variances, however, there emerged 
two significant differences, for grooming as well as for digging the maltese 
dilute group appears to be more variable than the control group. 
In one of the d/d - mice a spontaneous seizure occurred. In fact, it 
was a whole sequence of events, starting with intense trembling of the 
limbs, after which the animal turned a somersault, squealed and convulsed. 
The seizure was followed by a 10 min.-penod of laying motionless, after 
recovery, this mouse resumed its exploratory behaviour and was quite 
active again. 
For some components correlation coefficients were computed. They 
were: staring at observer — defecating, sniffing at peat dust — climbing: 
reconnoitenng — lifting one forepaw; and vibrating with the forepaws — 
grooming. There is a negative correlation between sniffing at peat dust 
and climbing ( P < 0 06 for d/d, P<0.01 for dj+, P < 0 002 for the 
combined groups). I failed to detect any significant correlations m respect 
of the other components mentioned 
Table 3 gives the results of the observations carried out during the 
agonistic situation. Although there are no significant differences at the 
TABLE 3 
DILUTE VERSUS NON-DILUTE FREQUENCIES OF BEHAVIOURAL COM-
PONENTS PERFORMED BY PAIRED MALES IN 20 MINUTES 
Com-
ponents 
FIX 
FLU 
RAT 
WRE 
CHA 
FLE 
SUB 
NOS 
TOU 
MOU 
GRÒ 
DIG 
Domin 
29 
8 
342 
58 
52 
3 
0 
2 
0 
0 
56 
7 
Dilute 
Totals 
(d/d) 
(n=8X2) 
Subm 
46 
8 
353 
58 
3 
86 
0 
1 
0 
2 
33 
3 
Both 
75 
16 
695 
^ 
55 
89 
0 
3 
0 
2 
89 
10 
Domin 
30 
8 
237 
32 
76 
4 
0 
12 
2 
2 
71 
10 
Non-dilute {d/ + ) 
Totals 
(n = 8X2) 
Subm. 
48 
7 
171 
32 
4 
144 
10 
5 
2 
21 
21 
3 
Both 
78 
15 
408 
. — • 
80 
148 
10 
17 
4 
23 
92 
13 
Result of test 
(Domin + 
subm ) 
(u) 
Abbreviations FIX fixing, FLU hair fluffing, RAT tall rattling, WRE wrestling; 
CHA chasing, FLE fleeing, SUB submissive posture, NOS nosing, TOU touching, 
MOU mounting, GRO grooming, DIG digging 
An indication of a difference is marked by (u) (P<006). 
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conventional 5 - per cent level of probability, there is a strong indication 
that the mutant types go more in for tail rattling than the heterozygous 
controls. The high score (21) for mounting in the submissive non-dilute 
group is due to the performance of a single animal. 
There were no apparent qualitative differences between the mice of 
the two groups. They were easy to handle and did not give the impression 
of being timid. 
4. Discussion 
In spite of the alleged influence of the d - allele on brain chemistry, 
there is but little evidence, either quantitatively or qualitatively, for any 
concomitant behavioural consequences. See also Ashman (1957) and Les 
(1958). 
That in a few respects the maltese dilate group showed itself more 
variable than the heterozygous animals may indicate that homozygosity 
for this allele can indeed result in a somewhat poorer canalization of certain 
segments of the behavioural phenotype. More work will be needed to 
boulster up this hypothesis. 
The occurrence of an isolated spontaneous seizure in one of the 
maltese dilute mice recalled the reported higher susceptibility to sound-
induced or other types of convulsions in this genotype, but no effort was 
made to pursue this problem in the strain used. 
The mutants seem to do more tail rattling than the controls, a 
finding difficult to interpret. All in all, the results with the d - allele are 
not particularly encouraging. 
The negative correlation found between sniffing at peat dust and 
climbing is quite probably due to the fact that they are mutually exclusive. 
With regard to staring at observer and defecating one would expect a 
positive correlation between the two if these components were valid 
parameters for emotionality. The present data do not show such a cor-
relation. 
It is assumed that lifting one forepaw and vibrating with the forepaws 
are so-called intention movements, respectively intention reconnoitering 
and intention grooming. Compared with the behavioural components 
proper, these intention movements convey an impression of being incom-
plete acts, but they are likely to be governed by the same motivational 
state. Occasionally, lifting will pass directly into reconnoitering, and 
vibrating into grooming (wiping). However, there was no proof for a 
common motivation on the basis of the pertinent correlation coefficients; 
they did not reach significance. 
Finally, the difference between the F4 and the F5 for sniffing at peat 
dust calls for an explanation. I would suggest that what was taken for 
sniffing at peat dust might actually have been sniffing at boluses hidden 
in the bedding of the observation cage. Because the cage was cleaned 
sporadically and the F 5 was observed after the F4, the higher frequencies 
in the F5 may be attributed simply to the gradual accumulation of boluses. 
Hence this difference between the generations is presumably only a trivial 
one. 
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В. Brown and pink-eyed dilution 
1. Description of the mutants 
Brown (b, linkage group VIII) and pink-eyed dilation (p. linkage 
group I) both affect coat colour, eye colour, and body size. For descriptions 
of these effects the reader is referred to Grüneberg (1952, p. 45-47, 
p. 54-55, p. 405-407). The alleles involved were investigated in various 
combinations; for the corresponding phenotypes the nomenclature as given 
in Grüneberg was adopted. That is, "black" corresponds to genotype 
β/.; Ρ/., "brown" to bib; P/., "blue lilac" (abbreviated to "lilac") to ß/.; 
pip, and "café au lait" (abbreviated to "café") to bib: pjp. 
An earlier pilot study has given some indications of behavioural 
effects of brown and pink-eyed dilution (v. Abeelen, 1963c). The b-locus 
(or, possibly, a locus closely linked with it) has been shown to influence 
the grooming frequency; brown animals rated higher than heterozygous 
blacks. The presence of the p-allele in homozygous condition seems to 
diminish the frequencies of staring at observer, reconnoitering, and lifting 
one forepaw. Generally, these mutants appear to be more autistic, an 
impression that might be attributed to an impairment of their visual 
abilities. In order to seek confirmation of these preliminary findings I 
decided to start experiments on a larger scale with the present mutants. 
2. Breeding histories 
The subjects descended from mice acquired in 1962 from The Central 
Institute for Experimental Animals, T.N.O., Utrecht, The Netherlands. 
On arrival the black strain (designated by NI1), had been inbred for 
nine generations and, reportedly, had been selected for low body-weight 
(Edwards, 1962, found that such a selection may also result in a reduction 
of the size of the pituitary gland). Random inbreeding proceeded for four 
more generations, but selection was discontinued. These mice bred with 
great difficulty, and the females took care of their young poorly, which 
made it necessary to have some of their litters raised by (albino) foster 
mothers. Twenty black males from the 13th and subsequent generations 
were investigated; 11 of them had been fostered. As stated before, four 
of these had, accidentally, not been dipped in the ectoparasite-killing 
solution. One may infer, then, that the attempts to keep the environment 
uniform has not been very successful in the case of the blacks. 
At the time of arrival the café au lait-strain (T.N.О. strain 
N I 1 ) had been inbred for 11 generations and had been selected for high 
body-weight. These mice, too, were randomly inbred for four more gener­
ations, and selection was no longer carried on. At first, they were fairly 
good breeders, but fertility gradually declined. Fostering could be avoided, 
however. The males observed were taken from the 15th and subsequent 
generations. 
Meanwhile an Fj had been obtained by crossing the two strains. In 
all matings café-animals were used as female parents. The F1 was 
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examined during the same sessions as were the parental strains. 
At a later stage I bred an F2 and, in addition, made one of the two 
possible backcrosses (Fx-females X café-males). In this way two groups 
were obtained, segregating for the two loci and providing an opportunity 
to compare several allelic combinations (evidently, this can be done with 
greater precision in the backcross than in the F 2 ) . This breeding system 
may seem unduly laborious for the study of single-gene effects upon 
behaviour, but it was applied intentionally. The establishment of two stocks 
by breeding with forced heterozygosity would, indeed, have been easier, 
but if the results of the work on the major genes were to be negative, the 
system described would enable me to switch without difficulty to another 
area of investigation, the study of strain differences. 
TABLE 4 
A COMPARISON OF FOSTERED WITH NON-FOSTERED ANIMALS OF THE 
BLACK-STRAIN (B/B,P/P): MEAN FREQUENCIES OF BEHAVIOURAL COM-
PONENTS PERFORMED BY SOLITARY MALES IN 15 MINUTES 
Components 
STA 
FLU 
RAT 
RAC 
BOT 
PEA 
REC 
LIF 
LEA 
GNA 
CLI 
HAN 
JUM 
FOO 
CAR 
EAT 
DRI 
DEF 
SHA 
VIB 
GRO 
DIG 
PUS 
Fostered 
Means 
(n= l l ) 
1.0 
0.3 
0.7 
8.6 
6.8 
20.4 
17.7 
5.1 
36.2 
<0.1 
5.4 
0.8 
0.1 
3.4 
<0.1 
0.3 
<0.1 
03 
2.8 
0.2 
3.3 
0.4 
00 
Non-fostered 
Means 
(n=9) 
02 
0.2 
00 
116 
81 
31.4 
27.3 
2.5 
30.2 
02 
8.6 
0.0 
0.2 
28 
0.1 
1.5 
02 
07 
16 
06 
5.6 
06 
00 
Abbreviations, see Table 2. 
Significant differences are indicated by u or e (P<0.05) and by uu (P<0.01). 
An indication of a difference is marked by (e) (P<0.07). 
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The numbers of litters the subjects came from are as follows: parental 
black-strain, 11; parental cafe-strain, 9; the F L 6. For the F2: black, 9; 
brown, 10; lilac, 9; café, 7. For the backcross: black, 11; brown, 11; lilac, 
9; café, 8. All of them were nonagoutis. 
3. Findings 
i The parental genotypes and the Fi 
In order to see whether there are any litter effects within the three 
groups, statistical tests (see Section III D) were performed on the nine 
TABLE 5 
BLACK VERSUS CAFÉ AU LAIT VERSUS THE Fi: MEAN FREQUENCIES OF 
BEHAVIOURAL COMPONENTS PERFORMED BY SOLITARY MALES IN 15 
MINUTES 
Black 
Components 
STA 
FLU 
RAT 
RAC 
BOT 
PEA 
REC 
LIF 
LEA 
GNA 
CLI 
HAN 
JUM 
FOO 
CAR 
EAT 
DRI 
DEF 
SHA 
VIB 
GRO 
DIG 
PUS 
(B/B;P/P) 
Means 
(n=20)* 
1.0:0.2 
0.3 
0.4 
8.6:11.6 
7.4 
20.4:31.4 
17.7:27.3 
4.0 
33.6 
0.2 
6.9 
0.8:0.0 
0.2 
3.2 
0.1 
0.9 
0.2 
0.6 
2.3 
0.4 
3.3:5.6 
0.6 
0.0 
Café (b/b:p/p) 
Means 
(n = 20) 
0.4 
0.8 
0.0 
14.8 
8.0 
16.3 
8.4 
1.6 
33.8 
0.6 
11.6 
1.3 
0.6 
7.0 
0.0 
1.6 
0.2 
1.2 
2.9 
0.8 
7.5 
11.0 
0.0 
F, {B/b;P/p) 
Means 
(n=20) 
0.8 
0.4 
1.0 
13.9 
7.6 
23.3 
20.2 
3.4 
30.9 
0.0 
13.2 
1.7 
0.0 
6.4 
0.0 
0.6 
0.0 
1.6 
3.2 
0.6 
5.9 
9.1 
0.6 
Abbreviations: see Table 2. 
In case there was a difference between the fostered ( n = l l ) and the non-fostered 
(n —9) blacks, as presented in Table 4, the means are given for these two subgroups 
separately. 
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TABLE 6 
BLACK VERSUS CAFÉ AU LAIT VERSUS THE Fi: RESULTS OF THE 
STATISTICAL TESTS (SOLITARY MALES) 
Components 
STA 
FLU 
RAT 
RAG 
BOT 
PEA 
REG 
LIP 
LEA 
GNA 
GLI 
HAN 
JUM 
FOO 
CAR 
EAT 
DRI 
DEF 
SHA 
VIB 
GRO 
DIG 
PUS 
Black vs. Fi 
uu;— 
—;u 
uu 
—¡ее 
uu 
e 
uu;— 
uu 
Black vs. Café 
( e ) ; -
e 
uu;u 
—;uu 
uu;uu 
u 
uu 
—;ee 
uu 
(e) 
u 
uu;— 
uu 
Fi vs. Café 
e 
uu 
uu 
(u) 
e 
e 
e 
Abbreviations: see Table 2. 
In case there was a difference between the fostered and non-fostered blacks (Table 4), 
the test has been carried out for these two subgroups separately. 
Significant differences are marked by u or e (P<0.05) and by uu or ее (P<0.01). 
Indications of differences are marked by (u) or (e) (P<0.08). 
behavioural components having the highest frequencies in the exploratory 
situation. It turned out that there is no significant difference between 
litters of the black-strain. There was one component in the café-strain 
showing such a difference (leaning against wall; Ρ<0.05) and there were 
three in the F i (sniffing at peat dust, sniffing at food, and digging; for 
all three Ρ < 0.05). 
The next step was the comparison of the fostered with the non-fostered 
mice, all belonging to the black-strain. Table 4 shows the result for solitary 
males. The figures suggest that the animals raised by albino foster parents 
displayed sniffing at rack, sniffing at peat dust, reconnoitering, and 
grooming less often, and performed hanging and, perhaps, staring at 
observer more frequently. In these respects the values for the fostered and 
non-fostered blacks must be kept apart when comparing them with the 
values obtained with the cafe-strain and the Ρ ^ 
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The results with the parental strains and the Ft observed in the 
exploratory situation are presented in Tables 5 and 6. There are a good 
many significant differences and some indications of differences. The 
blacks are conspicuous by their lower scores for sniffing at rack, climbing, 
hanging (non-fostered), sniffing at food, defecating, grooming (fostered), 
and digging as compared to both the café-group and the F-,. The 
non-fostered blacks seem to do more sniffing at peat dust than these two 
groups do. The café au laits differ from the blacks as well as from the 
F i by their low frequencies of sniffing at peat dust, reconnoitering, and 
lifting one forepaw. There are a few other differences: the café-group 
exhibits greater frequency of gnawing at the wall, jumping, and eating 
than the F j , and lower frequency of tail rattling. Finally, they seem to do 
more hair fluffing and shaking the fur than the combined blacks; and, 
perhaps, less staring at observer than the fostered blacks. 
Turning to the agonistic situation, the results are shown in Tables 7 
and 8. In the Ρχ occurred more fixing and fleeing, and, as far as the 
submissive animals were concerned, less grooming than in any of the 
parental strains. There is an indication of more tail rattling here. An 
outstanding feature of the blacks is their high score for nosing and they 
differ also from the café-animals and the Fj in respect of the lower 
grooming frequency in dominating animals. The café-mice deviate from 
the other two groups by the low figure for submissive posture, although 
TABLE 7 
BLACK VERSUS CAFÉ AU LAIT VERSUS THE Fi: FREQUENCIES OF 
BEHAVIOURAL COMPONENTS PERFORMED BY PAIRED MALES IN 20 
MINUTES 
Com-
ponents 
FIX 
FLU 
RAT 
WRE 
CHA 
FLE 
SUB 
NOS 
TOU 
MOU 
GRÒ 
DIG 
Black (B/B;P/P) 
Domin. 
52 
7 
129 
27 
91 
5 
0 
37 
0 
0 
32 
7 
Totals 
(n=9X2) 
Subm. 
51 
4 
55 
27 
0 
123 
79 
29 
0 
0 
30 
0 
Both 
103 
11 
184 
— 
91 
12S 
79 
66 
0 
0 
62 
7 
Café {b/b;p/p) 
Domin 
32 
7 
51 
15 
107 
24 
0 
0 
0 
0 
73 
19 
Totals 
(n=9X2) 
Subm. 
53 
7 
56 
15 
0 
171 
1 
0 
0 
0 
36 
7 
Both 
85 
14 
107 
_ 
107 
195 
1 
0 
0 
0 
109 
26 
F. 
( 
Domin. 
56 
7 
100 
9 
171 
19 
0 
5 
0 
0 
61 
71 
, (B/b:P/p) 
Totals 
n=9X2) 
Subm. 
95 
4 
107 
9 
0 
315 
54 
0 
0 
0 
8 
0 
Both 
151 
11 
207 
171 
334 
54 
5 
0 
0 
69 
71 
Abbreviations: see Table 3. 
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TABLE 8 
BLACK VERSUS CAFE AU LAIT VERSUS THE Fi: RESULTS OF THE STATIS­
TICAL TESTS (PAIRED MALES) 
Components 
FIX 
FLU 
RAT 
WRE 
CHA 
FLE 
SUB 
NOS 
той 
MOU 
GRÒ 
GRÒ 
DIG 
DIG 
(Both) 
(Both) 
(Both) 
(Domin.) 
(Domin.) 
(Subm.) 
(Subm.) 
(Both) 
—. 
— 
(Domin.) 
(Subm.) 
(Domin.) 
(Subm.) 
Black vs. Fi 
u 
uu 
e 
u 
u 
Black vs. Café 
u 
ее 
u 
(e) 
Fi vs. Café 
uu 
(u) 
u 
uu 
(e) 
Abbreviations: see Table 3. 
Significant differences are marked by u or e (P<0.05) and by uu or ее (P<0.01) 
Indications of differences are marked by (u) or (e) (P<0.08). 
the difference is significant only in relation to the blacks. Submissive males 
from the café-group tend to perform more digging than those from the 
black-strain and the F ] . In none of the groups there is any evidence of 
disturbing sexual tendencies. 
As for qualitative differences, the blacks seemed rather timid, 
particularly in the exploratory situation. On the other hand, the Fi-mice 
were fast-moving animals and they gave an impression of fierceness. 
11 The genotypes of the Fz 
As the number of animals from any litter was never large, application 
of statistical tests for the detection of litter effects seemed not very 
appropriate. It was attempted, however, for two components with high 
numerical values (reconnoitering and leaning against wall). No significant 
differences emerged in either group. 
The results pertaining to the exploratory situation are summarized in 
Tables 9 and 10. Animals homozygous for pink-eyed dilution demonstrate 
a striking decrease in the frequency of reconnoitering, as judged by the 
findings of all three kinds of comparisons. A decrease in hair fluffing and 
lifting one forepaw, and an increase in sniffing at food show in the 
genotypically black animals only. In the comparison of the combined 
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TABLE 9 
THE GENOTYPES OF THE F2; BLACK VERSUS BROWN VERSUS BLUE 
LILAC VERSUS CAFE AU LAIT: MEAN FREQUENCIES OF BEHAVIOURAL 
COMPONENTS PERFORMED BY SOLITARY MALES IN 15 MINUTES 
Black (B/.;P/.) Brown (b/b;P/.) Lilac (B/.;p/p) Café (Ь/Ь;р/р) 
Components 
STA 
FLU 
RAT 
RAG 
ВОТ 
PEA 
REG 
LIF 
LEA 
GNA 
GLI 
HAN 
JUM 
FOO 
CÄR 
EAT 
DRI 
DEF 
SHA 
VIB 
GRO 
DIG 
PUS 
Means 
(n = 14) 
0.3 
0.8 
0.3 
12.1 
8.2 
22.3 
26.7 
2.3 
32.1 
0.1 
11.4 
0.6 
0.9 
4.8 
0.1 
1.3 
0.5 
0.8 
1.2 
0.1 
7.6 
5.8 
0.1 
Means 
(n = 14) 
0.5 
0.6 
0.1 
12.9 
7.8 
32.1 
22.5 
2.6 
33.7 
0.1 
8.6 
0.8 
0.1 
4.8 
0.1 
1.3 
0.5 
0.8 
0.8 
0.6 
5.9 
2.3 
0.5 
Means 
(n=14) 
0.1 
0.3 
0.0 
13.5 
7.7 
28.4 
12.5 
1.1 
35.1 
0.8 
10.9 
0.8 
0.3 
7.8 
0.0 
0.8 
0.0 
1.2 
1.3 
0.5 
6.8 
10.6 
0.0 
Means 
(n=8) 
0.1 
0.6 
0.0 
14.2 
7.5 
30.2 
11.0 
2.4 
40.6 
1.0 
11.4 
0.4 
0.0 
4.2 
0.2 
1.5 
0.1 
1.2 
1.4 
0.2 
6.9 
6.9 
0.0 
Abbreviations: see Table 2. 
groups the frequency for gnawing at the wall by pip - animals seems to 
exceed that by the dark-eyed animals. 
Concerning sniffing at peat dust and digging, bjb - mice differ 
significantly from B¡. - mice in two comparisons; in the ЦЪ - mice the 
scores are shown to be higher for sniffing at peat dust and lower for 
digging. Apart from a few indications, there appear two more significant 
differences, one for sniffing at food (lilac more often than café), the other 
for vibrating with forepaws (black less often than brown). 
The café au lait-group of the F 2 was not examined in the agonistic 
situation, the reason being that pairing the males proved impossible. In 
fact, there were only eight males available and these differed considerably 
in age. 
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TABLE 10 
THE GENOTYPES OF THE Fa; BLACK VERSUS BROWN VERSUS BLUE LILAC VERSUS CAFÉ AU LAIT: RESULTS 
OF THE STATISTICAL TESTS (SOLITARY MALES) 
Components 
STA 
FLU 
RAT 
RAC 
B O T 
PEA 
REC 
LIF 
LEA 
GNA 
CLI 
HAN 
JUM 
F O O 
CAR 
E A T 
DRI 
D E F 
SHA 
VIB 
GRO 
DIG 
PUS 
Differences between Ρ / , and ρ/ρ 
Black vs. Brown vs. Black + brown vs. 
lilac 
e 
uu 
u 
u 
café lilac + café 
uu uu 
ее 
Differences between BI. and Ь/Ъ 
Black vs. Lilac vs. Black + lilac vs. 
brown café brown + café 
uu u 
(u) 
uu (u) 
e 
u uu 
Abbreviations: see Table 2. 
(ji Significant differences are marked by u or e (P<0.05) and by uu or ее (P<0.01). Indications of differences are marked by (u) (P<0.08). 
TABLE 11 
GENOTYPES OF THE Fs; BLACK VERSUS BROWN VERSUS BLUE LILAC: 
FREQUENCIES OF BEHAVIOURAL COMPONENTS PERFORMED BY PAIRED 
MALES IN 20 MINUTES 
Black (θ/.;Ρ/.) Brown (b/b;P/.) Lilac (B/.:p/p) 
Totals Totals Totals 
Com- (n=4X2) (n=4X2) (n=4X2) 
ponents Domin. Subm. Both Domin. Subm. Both Domin. Subm. Both 
FIX 
FLU 
RAT 
WRE 
CHA 
FLE 
SUB 
NOS 
TOU 
MOU 
GRÒ 
DIG 
15 
4 
89 
7 
77 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
34 
28 
20 
2 
48 
7 
0 
127 
39 
0 
0 
0 
2 
0 
35 
6 
137 
— 
77 
127 
39 
0 
0 
0 
36 
28 
30 
6 
118 
18 
100 
6 
0 
1 
0 
0 
19 
1 
26 
5 
110 
18 
2 
121 
2 
0 
0 
0 
7 
0 
56 
11 
228 
— 
102 
127 
2 
1 
0 
0 
26 
1 
23 
3 
42 
13 
25 
8 
0 
9 
0 
0 
24 
20 
22 
2 
15 
13 
0 
52 
26 
3 
0 
0 
31 
0 
45 
5 
57 
,— 
25 
60 
26 
12 
0 
0 
55 
20 
Abbreviations: sec Table 3. 
Inspection of Tables 11 and 12 reveals that the mice of genotype 
pjp performed less tail rattling. In addition, the data indicate that they did 
less fleeing and more nosing. There were some more differences, viz. the 
bib ' group showed less digging than the ß/. There is a slight indication 
of more hair fluffing in browns. 
I did not observe any mounting attempts in the paired situation. 
There were no qualitative differences between the groups. 
iii The genotypes of a backcross 
As in the F2, it was difficult to arrive at a proper evaluation of 
possible litter effects within the present groups. An attempt to do so for 
the components reconnoitering and leaning against wall did not yield any 
significant differences between litters. 
Tables 13 and 14 give the results of the exploratory situation. 
Compared with the P/p - animals, there is again a marked decrease in the 
frequency of reconnoitering in the mice homozygous for pink-eyed 
dilution, recognizable in all three kinds of comparisons. Apparently, the 
browns present sniffing at rack and sniffing at bottle more frequently, and 
digging less frequently than the café-mice. 
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TABLE 12 
GENOTYPES OF THE F2; BLACK VERSUS BROWN VERSUS BLUE LILAC: 
RESULTS OF THE STATISTICAL TESTS (PAIRED MALES) 
Differences between P / . and p/p 
Black vs. Black + brown 
Components lilac vs. lilac 
FIX 
FLU 
RAT 
WRE 
CHA 
FLE 
SUB 
NOS 
TOU 
MOU 
GRÒ 
DIG 
(Both) 
(Both) 
(Both) 
(Domin.) 
(Domin.) 
(Subm.) 
(Subm.) 
(Both) 
, 
,-~ 
(Both) 
(Domin.) 
Abbreviations: see Table 3. 
Significant differences are marked by u (P<0.05) and by uu (P<0.01) . Indications of 
differences are marked by (u) or (e) (P<0.08) . The comparison of black + lilac 
with brown yielded indications of differences (P<0.08) for FLU and for DIG. These 
are omitted here. The same applies to the significant difference between black and brown 
for DIG. 
In the combined comparison of genotypically black mice and 
genotypically brown mice higher scores for staring at observer and lifting 
one forepaw are found in the bjb ~ animals. This is also true for the 
black-brown comparison. Moreover, the latter differ in respect of sniffing 
at bottle and leaning against wall (both are more frequent in browns). 
The lilac-mice seem to perform more sniffing at rack (significant) and 
sniffing at peat dust (not significant) than the café au laits. The reverse 
applies to digging. 
In the situation of paired males wrestling is noteworthy (see Table 
15). The data suggest that the homozygous condition for ρ has an 
increasing effect upon the frequency of this component. There are no 
significant differences in the Bjb versus b\b comparison. Besides, the num­
ber of animals observed was relatively small. Here, too, mounting did not 
occur at all. 
There were no observable qualitative differences. 
4. Discussion 
The litter effect found in the Έχ deserves attention. It seems 
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TABLE 13 
THE GENOTYPES OF THE BACKCROSS; BLACK VERSUS BROWN VERSUS 
BLUE LILAC VERSUS CAFÉ AU LAIT: FREQUENCIES OF BEHAVIOURAL 
COMPONENTS PERFORMED BY SOLITARY MALES IN 15 MINUTES 
Components 
STA 
FLU 
RAT 
RAC 
BOT 
PEA 
REC 
LIF 
LEA 
GNA 
CLI 
HAN 
JUM 
FOO 
CAR 
EAT 
DRI 
DEF 
SHA 
VIB 
GRO 
DIG 
PUS 
Black {B/b:P/p) 
Totals 
(4=13) 
3 
10 
2 
194 
94 
435 
178 
18 
318 
2 
156 
10 
0 
69 
0 
19 
4 
14 
37 
11 
86 
166 
5 
Brown (Ь/Ь;Р/р) 
Totals 
(n=13) 
11 
9 
0 
216 
120 
415 
147 
42 
420 
6 
188 
16 
2 
54 
1 
18 
1 
23 
31 
18 
106 
61 
0 
Lilac (B/b;p/p) 
Totals 
(n=13) 
4 
7 
2 
217 
108 
438 
71 
14 
375 
13 
133 
11 
2 
60 
1 
21 
2 
20 
23 
14 
67 
47 
3 
Café (Ь/Ь;р/р) 
Totals 
(n=13) 
9 
9 
4 
158 
87 
322 
107 
28 
342 
4 
155 
10 
0 
62 
1 
13 
1 
29 
24 
6 
81 
124 
1 
Abbreviations: see Table 2. 
remarkable that all three components in which it appears should be 
behaviours directed towards the floor of the cage (sniffing at peat dust, 
sniffing at food, and digging ) ; they may be manifestations of a food drive. 
This drive is in all likelihood partly dependent on the amount of food 
that happens to be present in the cage at the time the mice are observed. 
It may be recalled that the Fj^  came from only six litters. Because of this, 
it is quite conceivable that a systematic effect has developed with regard 
to this motivational category. However, its most appropriate parameter, 
frequency of eating, did not show the litter effect; all litters scored low 
for eating. Of course, this explanation cannot pretend to be more than 
a conjecture. 
Apparently, fostering of the blacks influenced some exploratory 
behaviours and one self-directed act. An investigation especially designed 
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TABLE H 
THE GENOTYPES OF THE BACKCROSS; BLACK VERSUS BROWN VERSUS BLUE LILAC VERSUS CAFfi AU LAIT: 
RESULTS OF THE STATISTICAL TESTS (SOLITARY MALES) 
Components 
STA 
FLU 
RAT 
RAC 
BOT 
PEA 
REC 
LIF 
LEA 
GNA 
CLI 
HAN 
JUM 
FOO 
CAR 
EAT 
DRI 
DEF 
SHA 
VIB 
GRO 
DIG 
PUS 
Differences between Pip and pip 
Black vs. Brown vs. Black + brown vs. 
lilac café lilac + café 
u 
u 
uu (u) uu 
u 
Differences between В/Ъ and bib 
Black vs. Lilac vs. Black + lilac vs. 
brown café brown + café 
e e 
u 
u 
(u) 
(u) u 
u 
u 
Abbreviations: see Table 2. 
•vj Significant differences are marked by u or e (P<0.05) and by uu (P<0.01). Indications of differences are marked by (u) (P<0.08). 
00 TABLE 15 
THE GENOTYPES OF THE BACKCROSS; BLACK VERSUS BROWN VERSUS BLUE LILAC VERSUS CAFÉ AU LAIT: 
FREQUENCIES OF BEHAVIOURAL COMPONENTS PERFORMED BY PAIRED MALES IN 20 MINUTES 
Com-
ponents 
FIX 
FLU 
R A T 
W R E 
CHA 
FLE 
SUB 
N O S 
T O U 
M O U 
GRÒ 
DIG 
Black (B/b;P/p) 
Domin. 
10 
4 
63 
1 
65 
0 
0 
5 
0 
0 
37 
16 
Totals 
( n = 4 X 2 ) 
Subm. 
36 
4 
29 
1 
0 
99 
4 
0 
0 
0 
10 
0 
Both 
46 
8 
92 
~ 
65 
99 
4 
5 
0 
0 
47 
16 
Brown (Ь/Ь:Р/р) 
Domin. 
28 
4 
67 
7 
44 
6 
0 
8 
0 
0 
45 
25 
Totals 
( n = 4 X 2 ) 
Subm. 
42 
4 
33 
7 
1 
83 
0 
0 
0 
0 
12 
0 
Both 
70 
8 
100 
— 
45 
89 
0 
8 
0 
0 
57 
25 
Lilac (B/b:p/p) 
Domin. 
7 
4 
32 
19 
40 
0 
0 
4 
0 
0 
27 
0 
Totals 
(n = 4X2) 
Subm. 
18 
4 
22 
19 
0 
50 
5 
2 
0 
0 
6 
0 
Both 
25 
8 
54 
— 
40 
50 
5 
6 
0 
0 
33 
0 
Café (Ь/Ъ;р/р) 
Domin. 
17 
3 
42 
13 
31 
7 
0 
0 
0 
0 
42 
8 
Totals 
( n = 4 X 2 ) 
Subm. 
35 
3 
38 
13 
0 
64 
0 
0 
0 
0 
17 
0 
Both 
52 
6 
80 
~-
31 
71 
0 
0 
0 
0 
59 
8 
Pip vs. pip 
Results 
of tests.* 
u; - ; (u) 
Abbreviations: see Table 3. 
* For black vs. lilac (P<0.05), brown vs. café (not significant) and black + brown vs. lilac + café (P<0.08), respectively. 
There are no significant differences when comparing В/Ъ with Ь/Ь; the indications of differences for FIX and for SUB found in the com­
bined groups (P<0.08) are omitted here. 
for that purpose might clarify the role of foster mothers. Ressler (1963) 
found, for one thing, that fostering may affect visual exploration. 
The results obtained from the parental strains and the Έχ suggest 
that the picture evolved is a complex one. The blacks are characterized 
by a low level of activity, that is, they score low for several investigative 
components (except for sniffing at peat dust). The lower frequency of 
grooming may be the result of some of them having been fostered rather 
than of a strain effect. These animals also convey an impression of 
timidity. I would not call them more emotional; besides, their defecation 
rate is low. In various respects the café-mice appear to be more autistic 
or, to put it in another way, more self-centered (eating, shaking the fur); 
less distracted, as it were, by their surroundings (sniffing at peat dust, 
reconnoitering). They were quiet animals. The Fj-mice presented 
themselves as active and alert mice (heterosis). It is difficult to summarize 
the findings of the agonistic situation in a comprehensive statement. 
Although there was more wrestling (not significant) in the blacks and 
they had more mutual contact (nosing), the Ρχ seemed more aggressive 
(fixing, chasing, fleeing, tail rattling). 
The above characterizations are in general agreement with the 
results of a previous, less extensive study (v. Abeelen, 1963c). More 
specifically, the decrease in the frequencies of reconnoitering and lifting 
one forepaw in café-mice is confirmed, as is the higher score for shaking 
the fur in these mice when they are compared with the blacks. However, 
the data for staring at observer and for grooming cannot be regarded as 
supporting the earlier findings, since the present differences pertain only 
to the comparison of cafe's with fostered blacks. Obviously, the results 
obtained with the parental strains and the F1 are inconclusive as far as 
the ρ - en b ~ locus are concerned. One may expect that many of the 
differences discussed are in fact strain differences. In order to be able to 
distinguish between behavioural effects caused by the major genes on the 
one hand, and mere strain effects on the other, we must turn to the F2 
and the backcross, the study of single-gene effects being the aim of the 
present investigation. 
In the F2 both pip - groups did less reconnoitering, one group per­
formed also less lifting one forepaw (intention reconnoitering?). This is in 
keeping with the data about the parental café au laits. The decrease in 
hair fluffing of the lilacs contrasts with the increase found in the parental 
cafe-group. Again a tendency of more gnawing at the wall becomes 
apparent in the pink-eyed diluted animals. Contrary to the parental 
café-mice, the bjb - subjects seem to exhibit more sniffing at peat dust. The 
remote possibility that homozygosity for ρ in the parental generation is 
opposing an enhancing effect of the b - allele upon this component is not 
substantiated when we consider the data for the p/p - animals of the F 2 . 
The lower score for digging of ЦЬ - mice, in the exploratory situation as 
well as in the agonistic situation, was not found in other bjb - mice. The 
other differences do not strike one as very important. In the agonistic 
situation a low frequency of tail rattling in the p/p - group conforms to a 
similar indication found in the parental cafe's. 
The genotypes of the backcross are more exactly known. The mice 
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homozygous for ρ again displayed reconnoitering significantly less than 
the dark-eyed animals, but this time the frequency was not lower for lifting 
one forepaw. The three differences between brown and café do not 
reappear in the black-lilac comparison and are probably not attributable to 
the ρ - locus. The tendency of more gnawing at the wall in pip - animals 
does not clearly persist in the backcross. The importance of the increase 
in wrestling that goes with homozygosity for ρ is difficult to estimate. 
There is no such increase in the F2. The frequency of tail rattling in 
pip ' animals does not refute the previous findings. Finally, the differences 
between B\b and 6/6 in the backcross are not in accordance with those 
found in the F2. 
It should be kept in mind that in a long list of components one is 
apt to find a few significances that are merely due to chance and are of 
no consequence. But, surveying the results with the different generations, 
there is little doubt that the crossing has profoundly disrupted the original 
strain effects (and likewise any maternal effects, for that matter). In 
respect of the majority of the behavioural characteristics I was unable to 
discover any specific pattern of changes concurrent with the various coat 
colours transmitted. The only clear and consistent effect is the decrease 
in reconnoitering in pink-eyed dilute mice. This could be a peripheral 
effect. I would suggest that, in these animals, owing to lack of eye-pigment, 
visual information input is reduced; they may be expected to be less aware 
of their environment and, consequently, to be less easily stimulated to 
reconnoiter. (In a way, this offers an indication that reconnoitering is, 
indeed, a kind of visual exploration and not simply sniffing in the air). In 
pip ' animals there are, more vaguely, some other trends discernible: 
suppression of lifting one forepaw, increase in gnawing at the wall, and 
suppression of tail rattling in the agonistic situation. The first trend is 
possibly related to the decreasing effect of p|p on reconnoitering. One can 
only speculate on the second. The decrease in tail rattling may also be 
traced back to impaired vision; in a large cage the animals will lose sight 
of their opponents more easily, causing the stimulus for tail rattling to 
disappear. 
С Looptail 
1. Description of the mutant 
The information available on the mutation looptail (Lp; linkage group 
XIII) has been reviewed by Grüneberg (1952, p. 144-147, and 1963, 
p. 153-157). The most striking characteristics of heterozygotes are the tail 
anomaly, the wobbly head movements indicating some sort of nervous 
disorder, and the high incidence of imperforate vagina in females. There 
is normal overlapping of the kinkiness of the tail. According to Stein and 
Rudin (1953) penetrance is 71 per cent. 
Strong and Hollander (1949), too, report that Lpl+ - animals with 
normal tails occur; these mice could still be classified as mutants on the 
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basis of their rocking head movements. Among my subjects I found one 
such case (verified genetically). On the other hand, I discovered two 
animals with twists in their tails, but without any trace of chorea. This 
means that there is a slight chance of incorrect classification even in the 
case of mice phenotypically normal in both respects. The developmental 
relationship between the two traits is an intriguing problem. Heterozygous 
and homozygous (lethal) looptail - embryos seem to have shorter trunks 
(Stein and Rudin, 1953; Smith and Stein, 1962). The present heterozygous 
adult subjects did not show this clearly; however, they gave the impres-
sion of having somewhat shorter heads. 
On account of their neuromuscular aberration these mutants would 
seem of interest for a detailed behavioural investigation. There is also the 
possibility that their tail deformity will affect certain components. 
2. Breeding history 
Looptail-mice were originally purchased from The Jackson 
Laboratory, Bar Harbor, Maine, U.S.A. (Dr. Snell) in 1959. They were 
successively outcrossed with a dwarf-strain (dw; containing also silver, si, 
maltese dilation, d, and brown, b), an ofcese-strain (ob) and a Falconer 
small-strain. After some generations one single breeding pair was picked, 
producing by consecutive + / + X Lp¡-\- - matings a third generation from 
which all experimental subjects were taken. At that stage segregation for 
dw, si, d, and ob did not occur any longer. All animals were of the 
genotype a/a; bjb. The Lpl+ came from 14 litters, the + / + from 12 litters. 
Clearly, the mice were not inbred; but see Section I.B. 5. 
Table 16 shows the breeding results. There is no appreciable 
deviation of the sex ratio. The deficiency of mice with kinked tails may 
have the following causes: (i) they are less viable, (ii) some of the 
Lpl+ ' mice go undetected. 
TABLE 16 
THE PHENOTYPES IN THE THIRD GENERATION OBTAINED BY CON-
SECUTIVE + / + X Lp/+ MATINGS (MICE EXAMINED AT THE AGE OF 
ONE MONTH) 
normal tail 
53* 
44 
97 
kinked tail 
28 
30 
58 
81 
74 
155 
* In this group one Lp/ + was found with certainty. 
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3. Pindings 
In Table 17 the frequencies of behavioural acts executed in the 
exploratory situation have been compared. It is evident that the mutant 
group performed significantly less reconnoitering, climbing, vibrating with 
the forepaws, and digging, than the controls. There is an indication that 
they eat more often. The subjects came from many different litters, a 
circumstance preventing direct statistical testing of litter effects. Par-
ticularly the difference for digging seemed somewhat suspect, however. 
Therefore it was decided to repeat the U-tests per litter and to combine 
the results afterwards. The significant differences for reconnoitering and 
climbing remained, but the difference for digging was now insignificant. 
TABLE 17 
LOOPTAIL VERSUS NORMAL TAIL: FREQUENCIES OF BEHAVIOURAL 
COMTONENTS PERFORMED BY SOLITARY MALES IN 15 MINUTES 
Components 
STA 
FLU 
RAT 
RAC 
BOT 
PEA 
REC 
LIF 
LEA 
GNA 
CLI 
HAN 
JUM 
FOO 
CAR 
EAT 
DRI 
DEF 
SHA 
VIB 
GRO 
DIG 
PUS 
Looptail (Lp/-|-) 
Totals 
(n=20) 
1 
10 
0 
271 
130 
532 
242 
30 
611 
7 
176 
15 
1 
93 
3 
28 
1 
17 
39 
1 
92 
28 
1 
Normal ( + / + ) 
Totals 
( I I=20) 
5 
15 
6 . 
285 
121 
496 
455 
35 
612 
8 
403 
17 
0 
86 
2 
7 
1 
16 
10 
13 
99 
53 
3 
Results 
of tests 
uu 
uu 
(e) 
e 
u* 
Abbreviations: see Table 2. 
Significant differences are marked by u or e (P<0.05) and by uu (P<0.01 ). An indication 
of a difference is marked by (e) (P<0.08). 
* This difference is probably largely due to litter effects. 
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TABLE 18 
LOOPTAIL VERSUS NORMAL TAIL: FREQUENCIES OF BEHAVIOURAL COMPONENTS PERFORMED 
MALES IN 20 MINUTES 
BY PAIRED 
Components 
FIX 
FLU 
RAT 
WRE 
CHA 
FLE 
SUB 
NOS 
TOU 
MOU 
GRÒ 
DIG 
Looptail (Lp/+) 
Domin. 
26 
7 
54 
7 
134 
14 
1 
11 
0 
0 
73 
11 
Totals 
(n=7X2) 
Subm. 
44 
4 
8 
7 
0 
194 
13 
3 
0 
0 
14 
0 
Both 
70 
11 
62 
~ 
134 
208 
14 
14 
0 
0 
87 
11 
Domin, 
38 
6 
100 
27 
98 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
62 
21 
Normal ( + / + ) 
Totals 
(n=7X2) 
Subm. 
62 
5 
111 
27 
0 
215 
0 
0 
0 
0 
14 
0 
Both 
100 
11 
211 
98 
215 
0 
0 
0 
0 
76 
21 
Results of statistical tests 
Domin. Subm. Both 
(u)* 
Abbreviations: see Table 3. 
A significant difference is marked by uu (P<0.01) or by u (Р<0-05). An indication of a difference is marked by (u) (P<0.08). 
* Significant (P<0.05) -when the exact test is applied. 
Ы 
The data of the agonistic situation (Table 18) reveal a lower score 
for tail rattling in the looptail-gioup. One animal with only a slight kink 
in its tail reached a high figure (38 times). Mounting behaviour did not 
occur. 
I have observed some other conspicuous differences between the 
groups. In the first place, the majority of the Lpl+ - mice (90 per cent) 
demonstrated the well-known choreatic movements. Because of this, 
reconnoitering is performed in a peculiar fashion, involving shaking 
movements of the whole forepart of the body. Secondly, the mutant mice 
will often fall on their sides during chasing or fleeing. I never saw this 
happen in the controls. From a qualitative point of view, the two groups 
resembled each other in terms of general activity and timidity; they were 
quite tame. 
4. Discussion 
Except for tail rattling by solitary males, all components registered 
in the normal mice appear also in the repertoire of the mutants. Although 
marked, the effects of the Lp - allele are not very severe. The decrease in 
reconnoitering may have to do with the fact that Lp/+ - mice are less well 
balanced. Their having difficulty in maintaining equilibrium may be 
caused by their tendency to wobble, by their tail deformity (the tail is 
often used as a support during reconnoitering) or by both. 
The ultimate cause of the lower scores for climbing is not clear. 
Here too, the tail can serve as a support. But all Lp/4- - individuals 
displayed climbing and it is not so easy to see why animals which are 
perfectly able to do so, should perform it less frequently. The higher 
scores for eating and, perhaps, sniffing at peat dust may be regarded as 
the result of these mutant mice spending less time on top of the rack 
and, consequently, more time on the floor. 
The difference for vibrating with the forepaws may be an additional 
effect of the relative rarity of rearing responses in mutants. On the other 
hand, the possibility that it is one of those fortuitous differences one 
expects in a long list of components, cannot be excluded. 
The difference in tail rattling by fighting animals is easy to under-
stand: a mouse with a highly twisted tail is physically incapable of doing it. 
D. Jerker and waltzer 
1. Description of the mutants 
One chapter in Grüneberg (1952, p. 178) is devoted almost entirely 
to neurological mutants, including jerker (je; linkage group XII) and 
waltzer (v; linkage group X and located in a known autosome). Since 
1952 a large number of other neurological mutants have been discovered, 
phenotypically more or less similar to those already referred to. Most of 
them exert grave effects on behaviour. 
Deol (1954, 1956a) and Kocher (1960) thoroughly examined the 
development of the inner ear of several mutants and, according to them, 
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jerker- as well as waltzer-mice belong to the so-called regression type. 
This term means that in these animals the labyrinth and the cochlea appear 
to be perfectly normal at birth, but shortly afterwards degeneration of 
various parts will set in, notably of the stria vascularis (the primary 
effect?), Corti's organ, the ganglion spirale and, perhaps, the acoustic 
tracts. The time of onset and the extent of the degenerations seem to be 
somewhat different for the two mutants. Conceivably, differences in genie 
backgrounds are responsible for this. 
Also from a behavioural point of view, jerker and waltzer mimic each 
other. Apart from numerous qualitative effects, the /e-allele has been 
shown to influence the frequencies of many behavioural components, 
especially the exploratory and the self-directed acts (v. Abeelen, 1963b 
and c). The decrease in those frequencies is not merely a result of circling 
behaviour occurring at the expense of other acts. One purpose of this part 
of the present study is to determine the degree in which jerkers and 
waltzers resemble each other behaviourally. Can we distinguish between 
them individually, only statistically, or is it not possible at all? 
Reportedly, animals heterozygous for s/zafcer-l and waltzer (sh-\[+; 
vl+) tend to become deaf when they grow older (see Kocher, I960). It 
does not seem too improbable that the same phenomenon can be observed in 
je¡+ ; f /+ - mice. In a group of nine of such animals, kept until they were 
21 months of age, there was one which did not respond in any way to 
soft noises. However, using a police whistle, I was still able to evoke the 
pinnae reflex. 
It is interesting to note that there exists an allele of ν with less 
pronounced effects. It causes deafness, but circling and head shaking are 
absent: deaf (vdf; Deol, 1956b, Kocher, 1960). 
2. Breeding histories 
Two stocks, one bearing the /e-allele and the other the v-allele, were 
obtained from Dr. Falconer, Edinburgh, Scotland, in 1958. The animals of 
the jerker-strain were homozygous for extreme dilution, ce, ruby eye, 
ru, and flexed tail, f. After outcrossing with an extreme dilution-strain 
from another source (T.N.O.), they were randomly inbred for six gener­
ations. The mice belonging to the waltzer-strain were homozygous for 
pink-eyed dilution, p. fuzzy, fz, and short-ear, se. They were outcrossed 
with a divarf-strain {dw) in which also silver, si, maltese dilution, d, and 
brown, b, occurred. Next, they were randomly inbred for six generations. 
Taking into account the many loci for which these two original groups 
of neurological mutants were different, there did not seem to be much point 
in registering their behaviour in the observation cage, and comparing them 
directly. Therefore an F2 was bred. The genie background in this F2 
could be expected to be very heterogeneous indeed, but in this way 
complicating systematic differences between the experimental groups can 
be largely avoided. 
In all crosses, homozygous jerker-females were mated with homozygous 
waZizer-males. By employing the artificial nest-technique (as described in 
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Section III. Α. 3) several Fi-litters were produced. All were raised by 
foster mothers from an albino-strain. The 10 Fj-subjects observed came 
from three litters, the 10 F2-normals from six litters, the eight F2~jerkers 
from six litters, and the seven F2-waltzers also from six litters. The 
F2-animals examined were wild-type with regard to most major genes 
present in the parental groups; in order to obtain a sufficient number of 
subjects, some mice homozygous for c' or ra were included in the com­
parisons. No F2-individuals had been fostered. 
3. Ascertaining the genotypes of the deviant mice 
As follows directly from the breeding procedure outlined in the 
preceding paragraphs, the genotypes of the animals with the circling 
syndrome had to be verified genetically after completion of the behavioural 
observations. For this purpose the males were mated with jejje; + / + - or 
+ / + ; v¡v - females and their offspring checked carefully. If, for instance, 
a male neurological mutant from the F2 is combined with a /e//e; + / + -
female and one or more phenotypically normal mice appear among their 
litters, we may be certain that this particular male is a waltzer. If, on the 
other hand, in such a cross a least four circling mice and no normal mice 
are found in the litters, the male may be considered a jerker, since the 
probability of incorrect classification is well below the 0.05 level (in that 
case the male must have been a /e /+; vjv - animal). Actually, the number 
of young was four in only two crosses; in all other instances litters were 
considerably larger. A male identified as a jerker might have been at 
the same time a waltzer. This small chance was disregarded. 
W e can imagine that the occurrence of monozygotic multiplets in the 
test crosses could upset the classification. For example, in a cross between 
a known /e//e; + / + - female and a presumptive /e /+; vjv - male, the male 
might be wrongly classified as a jerker if the cross were to produce 
multiplets of the circling phenotype. Now, this possibility is a remote one, 
for Stevens (1937) has demonstrated that, if uniovular twins occur in mice 
at all, their probability is less than 0.7 per cent. Their incidence is estimated 
by Wallace and Williams ( 1965) to be about 1 per cent. Judging from the 
sex, coat colour, etc. of the young, I found no evidence of monozygotic 
twins. 
In all, the behaviour of 19 Fg-males presenting the circling syndrome 
was observed. Two died before their genotypes could be established and 
two did not breed. Of the remaining 15, eight mice turned out to be jerkers 
and seven were waltzers. 
4. Findings 
i The Fi and the Fa-normal 
As the differences in age of the animals as well as my temporary 
ignorance of the genotypes of the circling mice foreclosed the making of 
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the proper combinations for the paired test, no studies were made of the 
mice from the F i and the F2 in the agonistic situation. Thus, the following 
data pertain to the exploratory situation only (three sessions of 20 minutes 
for each mouse). 
In Table 19 the F χ is compared with the Рг-погтаі. Although there 
was not much reason to expect large differences between the very 
heterogeneous groups, these data were collected mainly because the 
variances might be informative. The groups were too small for a valid 
statistical approach to possible litter effects. The table shows that the 
scores for sniffing a peat dust and grooming are significantly higher in 
the F 2 and that there is an indication of less pushing by F2 - mice. As 
TABLE 19 
THE CROSS JERKER X WALTZER; Fi VERSUS F2-NORMAL: FREQUENCIES 
AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS OF BEHAVIOURAL COMTONENTS PERFOR­
MED BY SOLITARY MALES IN 3 Χ 20 MINUTES 
Fi Fa 
Components Totals SD Totals SD Results 
(n=10) (n=10) of tests 
STA 
FLU 
RAT 
RAC 
BOT 
PEA 
REC 
LIF 
LEA 
GNA 
CLI 
HAN 
JUM 
FOO 
CAR 
EAT 
DRI 
DEF 
SHA 
VIB 
GRO 
DIG 
PUS 
26 
17 
11 
352 
155 
807 
546 
68 
1558 
22 
858 
49 
94 
282 
28 
83 
5 
41 
183 
17 
245 
665 
32 
1.6 
0.8 
1.4 
9.6 
4.2 
27.1 
32.3 
4.1 
32.1 
2.6 
36.9 
2.9 
18.8 
6.9 
3.3 
5.0 
1.3 
4.3 
12.0 
2.1 
10.4 
40.3 
3.1 
20 
23 
2 
408 
168 
930 
327 
75 
1468 
11 
598 
35 
26 
274 
13 
90 
28 
63 
139 
53 
362 
437 
13 
1.6 
1.1 
0.4 
10.7 
3.9 
18.9 
17.7 
5.0 
45.6 
1.2 
18.2 
2.1 
5.4 
9.5 
1.6 
5.3 
3.3 
3.0 
10.9 
7.6 
11.3 
22.7 
2.1 
Abbreviations: see Table 2. 
Differences between frequencies are marked by u (P<0.05) and by (u) (P<0.07). 
Differences between variances are marked by f (P<0.05) and by (f) (P<0.10). 
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for the variances, in three respects the Ρχ proves to be more variable, viz. 
for reconnoitering, climbing, and digging. 
As in the investigation of the maltese dilute and non-dilute groups, 
the results of the correlation tests do not indicate that reconnoitering and 
lifting one forepaw are positively correlated, but when the Fi and the 
F2 are combined there is an indication (P = 0.08) of a positive correlation 
between grooming and vibrating with the forepaws. In these data there 
is no sign of a negative correlation between sniffing at peat dust and 
climbing. Staring at observer and defecating appear to be positively 
correlated in the Fi (P<0.01) , but this finding does not recur either in 
the F2, or in the combined groups. 
There were no evident qualitative differences between the two 
generations and all mice were tame and vigorous. 
li The genotypes of the F2 
Here again there was no appropriate way to evaluate possible litter 
effects. 
The results of the observations of normal and mutant F2 - mice are 
presented in Tables 20 and 21 (we are now only concerned with the 
three left-hand columns of the latter). The differences are manifold. The 
following components were performed significantly less by jerkers as well 
as by waltzers when compared with nonmutants: hair fluffing, sniffing at 
bottle, reconnoitering (mutants scored zero), lifting one forepaw, leaning 
against wall, climbing, hanging, carrying food, defecating, vibrating with 
the forepaws, grooming, and digging. Both mutant groups scored zero for 
tail rattling, jumping, and pushing, but these differences are not significant. 
Jerkers and waltzers sniff significantly more at the peat dust than normals 
do. Their frequencies of eating do not lag behind those of the normal 
animals. There are a few additional differences: waltzers seem to show 
lower frequencies of sniffing at rack, gnawing at wall, sniffing at food (?) 
and drinking than normals, and jerkers do less staring at observer and 
shaking the fur. The mutant types, taken together, turn out to be less 
variable in two respects: leaning against wall and climbing. 
For only two components (sniffing at peat dust - climbing) cor­
relation coefficients were computed. It appears to be insignificant in the 
normals and the jerkers; it could not be tested in the waltzers. 
Qualitatively, jerkers and waltzers are both characterized by some 
features not found in normals. In addition to their deafness (squealing 
does occur occasionally), circling and backing movements, tremors and 
head shaking, they carry out certain acts in a strange way. They walk 
with a waddling gait, the abdomen close to the floor. Leaning against 
wall is executed very rapidly, the animal assuming a half-sitting posture 
with the head held backwards. Furthermore, during eating and grooming 
the hind legs are spread widely and placed in a more foreward position; 
licking and combing involve greater deflections of the head than in nor­
mals (jerkers and waltzers are capable of holding the tail in their forepaws 
when licking it). Digging is no more than a superficial scraping with the 
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TABLE 20 
GENOTYPES OF THE F2; NORMAL VERSUS JERKER VERSUS WALTZER: 
MEAN FREQUENCIES AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS OF BEHAVIOURAL 
COMPONENTS PERFORMED BY SOLITARY MALES IN 3 X 20 MINUTES 
Nomai (+/.;+/.) Jerker (/e/,e; ./.) Waltzer (./.; v/v) 
Components 
STA 
FLU 
RAT 
RAC 
BOT 
PEA 
REC 
LIF 
LEA 
GNA 
CLI 
HAN 
JUM 
FOO 
CAR 
EAT 
DRI 
DEF 
SHA 
VIB 
GRO 
DIG 
PUS 
Means 
(n=10) 
2.0 
2.3 
0.2 
40.8 
16.8 
93.0 
32.7 
7.5 
H6.8 
1.1 
59.8 
3.5 
2.6 
27.4 
1.3 
9.0 
2.8 
6.3 
13.9 
5.3 
36.2 
43.7 
1.3 
SD 
1.6 
1.1 
0.4 
10.7 
3.9 
18.9 
17.7 
5.0 
45.6 
1.2 
18.2 
2.1 
5.4 
9.5 
1.6 
5.3 
3.3 
3.0 
10.9 
7.6 
11.3 
22.7 
2.1 
Means 
(n=8) 
0.0 
1.1 
0.0 
26.8 
11.9 
127.2 
0.0 
1.6 
26.0 
1.0 
9.0 
0.8 
0.0 
23.5 
0.0 
11.4 
2.2 
2.9 
6.9 
0.5 
23.0 
12.4 
0.0 
SD 
0.0 
1.0 
0.0 
18.2 
3.3 
33.5 
0.0 
2.2 
22.0 
2.4 
11.6 
1.0 
0.0 
4.8 
0.0 
9.6 
3.1 
2.0 
8.3 
1.4 
10.2 
15.9 
0.0 
Means 
(n=7) 
0.6 
0.1 
0.0 
23.7 
9.6 
155.3 
0.0 
1.6 
4.6 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
17.9 
0.0 
7.0 
0.0 
1.3 
12.6 
0.0 
19.0 
3.3 
0.0 
SD 
0.8 
0.4 
0.0 
15.9 
6.3 
31.5 
0.0 
2.0 
2.6 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
O.O' 
11.2 
0.0 
7.9 
0.0 
1.6 
5.3 
0.0 
10.9 
4.6 
0.0 
Abbreviations: see Table 2. 
forepaws. I suspect that throwing the head backwards, accompanied by 
rapid drumming movements with the forepaws, is a highly distorted kind 
of reconnoitering. Never did I observe any freezing in neurological 
mutants. They seem to be able to familiarize themselves with the 
observation cage; sometimes they will return by the shortest way to a piece 
of food they have dropped before. 
iii Jerkers versus waltzers 
In spite of the close qualitative similarity between the behaviours of 
jerkers and waltzers, there are a few quantitative differences between 
them (see Table 20 and the right-hand part of Table 21). Waltzers 
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TABLE 21 
GENOTYPES OF THE F2; NORMAL VERSUS JERKER VERSUS WALTZER: 
RESULTS OF THE STATISTICAL TESTS (SOLITARY MALES) 
Components 
STA 
FLU 
RAT 
RAC 
BOT 
PEA 
REC 
LIF 
LEA 
GNA 
CLI 
HAN 
JUM 
FOO 
4
 CAR 
EAT 
DRI 
DEF 
SHA 
VIB 
GRO 
DIG 
PUS 
Jerker vs. 
normal 
ее 
u 
uu 
uu 
ее 
uu 
uu 
uu 
uu 
ее 
u 
u 
e 
u 
uu 
Walteer vs. 
normal 
ее 
uu 
u 
uu 
ее 
uu 
uu 
e 
ее 
ее 
(u) 
ее 
e 
uu 
ее 
uu 
uu 
Jerker + walteer 
vs. normal 
ff 
f 
Jerker vs. 
walteer 
(e) 
uu 
ее 
(e) 
u 
(e) 
u 
Abbreviations: see Table 2. 
Significant differences between frequencies are marked by u or e (P<0.05) and by uu 
or ее (P<0.01). Indications of differences are marked by (u) or (e) (P<0.08). Significant 
differences between the weighted means of variances are marked by f (P<0.05) and by 
ff (P<0.01). 
displayed significantly less leaning against wall, climbing, and sniffing at 
food than the jerkers, and possibly less hanging and drinking. Their 
frequencies of staring at observer and shaking the fur seem to exceed 
those of the jerkers. 
5. Discussion 
As expected, the V
x
 and the Рг-погтаі do not differ much. The 
higher frequency of sniffing at peat dust in the F2 might be accounted 
for by the fact that they were examined after the observations of the F i 
were over. As in the case of the two generations of the maltese dilute and 
non-dilute group (see V. A. 4), the accumulation of hidden boluses in the 
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terrarium may have been the relevant factor. The F2 does also more 
grooming. In the study of the fostered and non-fostered blacks (see V. B. 
3. i), it turned out that fostering decreased the frequency of grooming 
and, for that matter, also sniffing at peat dust. The present F1 having 
been fostered, I would conjecture that the same influence has operated 
here. 
The F i seems to be more variable than the F2 in at least three 
respects. There is no ready explanation for this finding, but in view of the 
comparisons of mutants and nonmutants within the F2, as discussed below, 
it is a useful thing to know that our F2 was a relatively invariable group. 
In the present data too, the correlation tests do not yield very tangible 
results. More information might be expected from an extensive in-
vestigation specifically directed towards these problems of motivation and 
interdependence of acts (here it was only a side-line). 
The effects of the /e- and v-allele on behaviour are drastic, both 
qualitatively and quantitatively, especially in so far as the self-directed, 
the locomotory, and the exploratory acts are concerned (except sniffing 
at peat dust; there is for them hardly anything else to do). Feeding 
behaviour seems to be least disturbed (sniffing at food, eating), if at all. 
W e need not attach much value to the two differences in variance; most 
probably these variances are strictly dependent on the mean scores. One 
gets the impression that waltzers are even more severely affected than 
jerkers (sniffing at rack, leaning against wall, gnawing at wall, climbing, 
sniffing at food). Thus, statistical discrimination seems possible. However, 
it is impossible to discriminate between them individually on the basis of 
their behaviour, they being truly very close mimics. The conclusion seems 
warranted that the gene products from the respective loci (situated in 
different chromosomes) participate in the same set of biochemical 
processes within the inner ear. 
No doubt the defective locomotion and exploration of the mutants 
are related to labyrinthine anomalies. As a result of this lack in exploration, 
their perception of strangeness of their surroundings is probably impaired, 
which would also account for the drop in hair fluffing, defecation, and 
staring at observer. W h y neurological mutants should show less grooming 
is not dear. The precise etiology of their circling behaviour presents 
another problem. Sometimes it is more an extremely rapid whirling, the 
animal pivoting on one of its hind legs. This behaviour might be a habit 
acquired during juvenile life. 
The higher incidence of shaking the fur in waltzers, compared with 
jerkers, is a curious finding. Perhaps it is simply due to chance. 
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VI. PROSPECTS 
It would be a hazardous undertaking to try to outline the future 
course of behaviour genetics as a whole, and, even more so, to make 
specific predictions. The sole aim of this chapter is to touch briefly upon 
some areas of investigation which, in my opinion, might prove particularly 
rewarding. 
The evidence for the genie control of behaviour is overwhelming. 
But, as pointed out earlier, with the mere demonstration of pleiotropic 
effects of certain major genes or the finding of strain effects we are still 
far off from a satisfactory explanation of the underlying regulatory 
mechanisms. Wha t is conspicuously missing here is a sufficient knowledge 
of the developmental and physiological bases of behaviour, i.e. the develop-
ment and modus operandi of the central nervous system. Each fixed action 
pattern is in some way genetically encoded in a centre of coordination. 
Such a centre need not be located in one small brain region; presumably, 
fixed action patterns are the outcome of neural processes concurring in 
several different brain regions. The properties of these physical substrata 
will be affected by numerous genes; some may play a decisive part, for 
instance when regulating the timing of biochemical reactions during 
development, the effects of others may be infinitesimal. Major progress 
in the study of the inheritance of behaviour will largely depend on the 
elucidation of the neurophysiological determinants of behaviour (see also 
Section LB. 3). 
In this connection another direction of research, viz. the isolation of 
polygenes, may open up interesting perspectives. In principle it must be 
possible to identify and manipulate polygenes and the behavioural traits 
governed by them, using backcross and selection procedures in combination 
with continuous checks on correlated physiological traits. If successful, it 
would be a valuable achievement. 
Finally, I would remark that in behavioural work one often is faced 
with the practical problems of how to process the data collected and how 
to cope with the elaborate statistics necessary to evaluate those data. In 
my view, the solution as proposed and applied by Tobach, Schneirla, 
Aronson and Laupheimer (1962) is a most appropriate one: the use of 
observer - to - computer systems. One may expect that the development 
of the behavioural sciences in general, and of behaviour genetics in par-
ticular, will profit greatly from a general adoption of such devices. 
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VII. SUMMARY 
This investigation tries to solve some of the many problems existing 
in the field of behaviour genetics. The main question to which an answer 
is sought is: To what extent do some known single genes determine the 
various aspects of the behavioural repertoire of mice? Essentially, this 
approach is oriented towards the genotype; the appropriate method is 
the substitution of genes. 
The behavioural effects of the following alleles are studied: maltese 
dilution, pink-eyed dilution, brown, looptail, jerker, and waltzer. Morpho-
logical and physiological consequences of these mutations have been 
described in the literature and an attempt is made to relate those effects 
to behavioural characteristics. In order to avoid confusion of differences 
caused by single genes with possible systematic differences owing to 
hereditary background, the latter is kept random as far as is practicable. 
Precautions are taken to keep the environmental factors uniform for 
the experimental subjects (277 in all). Differences caused by maternal 
influences and by litter effects are either excluded or pursued statistically. 
An ethogram is established by direct observation of the behaviour of 
mice placed in a large terrarium. Two experimental situations are 
employed, one with solitary males and the other with pairs of males, 
permitting the registration of the frequencies of 35 behavioural com-
ponents. Qualitative differences are also taken into consideration. The 
data obtained are analyzed by means of non-parametric statistical tests. 
In addition, a few correlations between components are calculated. 
The results may be summarized as follows: 
a) In spite of the alleged effects of the ci-allele on the chemistry of the 
brain, there is virtually no evidence for any influence upon behaviour. 
There are some indications that the mutant animals are more variable, 
possibly reflecting a weaker canalization of their behaviour. 
b) The frequency of the behavioural element called reconnoitering is 
clearly reduced in mice homozygous for the mutation p. Most probably, 
this is a peripheral effect. Other less consistent findings for this allele 
are a decrease in lifting one forepaw and in tail rattling, and an increase 
in gnawing at the wall. 
c) Apparently, b has no perceptible effect upon behaviour. 
d) Crossing of the original strains (café au lait X black) results in a 
marked disruption of the many traits by which the parental groups were 
characterized. For this the segregation of polygenes may be held 
responsible. 
e) Lp turns out to diminish the frequencies of reconnoitering, climbing, 
vibrating with the forepaws, and tail rattling. In all likelihood, these 
differences are connected with the neurological disorder and the deformity 
of the tail of these mutants. 
f) In the study of the F2 of a jerker X waltzer cross numerous 
qualitative and quantitative differences were detected between the two 
types of neurological mutants on the one hand and normal mice on the 
other, particularly with regard to the exploratory and the self-directed 
components. Feeding behaviour is disturbed least. 
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g) After completion of the observations, the genotypes of the neurolo-
gical mutants have been verified. Although the two types resemble each 
other closely, a comparison yields some quantitative differences. This 
makes it possible to distinguish between them statistically (not individual-
ly). Waltzers seem to be more gravely affected. 
h) Generally, litter effects did not interfere to any significant degree with 
the results of comparisons beween genotypes. 
j) There are indications that when mice are raised by foster parents, 
changes in their behaviour occur. In such animals grooming and a few 
exploratory components are performed less often. 
k) Only in one instance (the maltese dilute and the non-dilute group) a 
significant negative correlation was discovered between sniffing at the 
peat dust on the floor and climbing, these components being mutually 
exclusive. 
1) It is doubtful whether staring at observer and defecating are useful 
measures for emotionality. 
The results mentioned above are discussed and interpreted. 
Some promising techniques and directions of research which might 
stimulate further development of behaviour genetics are considered. 
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Vil i . RÉSUMÉ 
Cette étude expérimentale essaie de résoudre quelques-uns des 
multiples problèmes qui existent dans le domaine de la science génétique 
du comportement. La principale question à laquelle on cherche une réponse 
est celle-ci: A quel point quelques gènes individuels bien connus déter-
minent-ils les divers aspects du répertoire de comportement des souris? 
Cette approximation du sujet est essentiellement orientée vers le génotype; 
la méthode appropriée est celle de la substitution de gènes. 
On étudie les effets sur le comportement des alleles suivants: 
maltese dilution, pink-eyed dilution, brown, looptail, jerker, et waltzer. Les 
conséquences morphologiques et physiologiques de ces mutations ont été 
décrites dans la littérature et on tâche de mettre ces effets en rapport avec 
des caractéristiques de comportement. Afin d'éviter une confusion des 
différences causées par des gènes individuels avec les possibles différences 
systématiques dues au fond héréditaire, ce dernier a été maintenu au 
hasard autant que praticable. 
On a usé de précautions pour tenir uniformes les facteurs d'ambiance 
pour les sujets expérimentaux (277 en total). Les différences causées par 
des influences maternelles et par des effets de jetée ont été exclues, ou 
poursuivies statistiquement. 
Un éthogramme a été établi par observation directe du comportement 
des souris placées dans un spacieux terrarium. Deux situations expérimen-
tales ont été employées, l'une avec des mâles solitaires et l'autre avec des 
couples de mâles, permettant la registration des fréquences de 35 éléments 
composants du comportement. On a pris en considération également les 
différences qualitatives. Les données obtenues ont été analysées au moyen 
de tests statistiques non paramétriques. En outre, quelques corrélations 
entre les composants ont été calculées. 
Les résultats peuvent être résumés comme suit: 
a) Malgré les effets allégués de l'allèle d sur le chimisme cérébral, il n'y 
a, dans le fait, aucune preuve d'influence quelconque sur le comportement. 
Il y a quelques indices que les animaux mutants sont plus variables, 
reflétant peut-être une canalisation plus faible de leur comportement. 
b) La fréquence de l'élément de comportement nommé „reconnaissance" 
est nettement réduite chez les souris homozygotes pour la mutation p. 
Très probablement c'est là un effet périphérique. D'autres constatations 
moins consistantes pour cet allele sont: une diminution du soulèvement 
d'une patte de devant et du tambourinage avec la queue, et une augmen-
tation de l'action de ronger à la paroi. 
c) Apparemment b n'a aucun effet perceptible sur le comportement. 
d) Le croisement des souches originales (café au lait X black) mène à 
une dispersion frappante des nombreux caractères par lesquels les groupes 
parentaux se marquaient. La ségrégation de polygenes peut en être tenue 
responsable. 
e) Lp paraît diminuer les fréquences de la reconnaissance, de l'escalade, 
de la vibration des pattes de devant, et du tambourinage avec la queue. 
Selon toutes apparences ces différences-là sont en rapport avec le trouble 
neurologique et la difformité de la queue de ces mutants. 
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f) En étudiant la F2 d'un croisement jerker X waltzer, on a découvert de 
nombreuses différences qualitatives et quantitatives entre les deux types 
de mutants neurologiques d'un côté et de souris normales de l'autre côté, 
particulièrement en vue des composants explorateurs et auto-dirigés. Le 
comportement à la nutrition est perturbé le moins. 
g) Après l'achèvement des observations, les génotypes des mutants 
neurologiques ont été vérifiés. Bien que les deux types se ressemblent de 
près, une comparaison fournit quelques différences quantitatives. Ceci 
permet de les distinguer statistiquement (non pas individuellement). 
Waltzers paraissent être atteints plus gravement. 
h) En général, les effets de jetée n'interféraient aucunement à un degré 
significatif avec les résultats des comparaisons entre les génotypes. 
j) Il y a des indices, que, si des souris sont élevées par des parents 
nourriciers, il se présente des changements dans leur comportement. Le 
débarbouillage et quelques éléments composants d'exploration sont 
exécutés moins souvent par ces animaux. 
k) Dans un cas seulement (le groupe maltese dilute et le groupe 
non-dilute) on a découvert une corrélation négative significative entre 
l'action de renifler à la poussière de tourbe sur le sol et l'action de grimper; 
ces composants s'excluent mutuellement. 
1) Il est douteux que l'action de regarder fixement l'observateur et la 
défécation soient des mesures utilisables pour l'émotivité. 
On discute et interprète les résultats susmentionnés. 
On considère quelques techniques et directions de recherche pleines 
de promesses qui pourraient stimuler le développement ultérieur de la 
science génétique du comportement. 
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IX. Z U S A M M E N F A S S U N G 
In der vorliegenden Arbeit wird der Versuch unternommen, einige 
der vielen Probleme auf dem Gebiet der Verhaltensgenetik zu lösen. Die 
wichtigste Frage, auf die eine Antwort gesucht wird, ist: In welchem 
Ausmass bestimmen bekannte, einzelne Gene die verschiedenen Aspekte 
des Verhaltens-Repertoirs von Mäusen? Im wesentlichen zielt diese 
Untersuchung auf den Genotyp; die geeignete Methode ist die Substitution 
von Genen. 
Folgende Allele werden hinsichtlich ihres Einflusses auf das Ver-
halten untersucht: maltese dilution, pink-eyed dilution, brown, looptail, 
jerker und waltzer. Morphologische und physiologische Auswirkungen 
dieser Mutationen sind aus der Literatur bekannt, und es wird versucht, 
diese Effekte mit Verhaltensmerkmalen in Beziehung zu setzen. Um eine 
Verwechslung von Unterschieden, die einerseits durch einzelne Gene, 
andererseits durch mögliche systematische Schwankungen im genoty-
pischen Milieu hervorgerufen werden können, zu vermeiden, werden die 
letzteren soweit wie möglich dem Zufall überlassen. 
Es wird darauf geachtet, dass die Milieu faktoren für die Unter-
suchungstiere (277 Exemplare) einheitlich sind. Unterschiede die auf 
maternale und Geschwister-Einflüsse zurückzuführen sind, werden 
entweder ausgeschlossen oder statistisch erfasst. 
Ein Ethogramm wird durch direkte Beobachtung des Verhaltens von 
Mäusen in einem grossen Käfig aufgestellt. Die Registrierung der 
Häufigkeiten von 35 Verhaltenskomponenten wird durch zwei Versuchs-
anordnungen ermöglicht, und zwar mit einzelnen Männchen und mit 
Paaren von Männchen. Qualitative Unterschiede werden ebenfalls 
berücksichtigt. Die erhaltenen Daten werden mit Hilfe von nicht-para-
metrischen statistischen Tests analysiert. Ausserdem werden einige Kor-
relationen zwischen Komponenten berechnet. 
Die Resultate können wie folgt zusammengefasst werden: 
a) Trotz der vermuteten Einflüsse des d-Allels auf den Chemismus des 
Gehirns lässt sich eine Beeinflussung des Verhaltens praktisch nicht 
nachweisen. Es kann wahrscheinlich gemacht werden, dass die mutierten 
Tiere variabler sind, vielleicht als Folge einer schwächeren Kanalisierung 
ihres Verhaltens. 
b) Die Häufigkeit der Verhaltenskomponente „Sichern" ist bei Mäusen, 
die homozygot für die Mutation ρ sind, deutlich reduziert. Dies ist wahr­
scheinlich ein peripherer Effekt. Andere, weniger durchgängige Wirkun-
gen dieses Allels sind eine Unterdrückung der Komponenten Heben einer 
Vorderpfote und Schwanzschlagen und eine Förderung des Nagens an 
der Wand. 
c) Offenbar hat b keinen wahrnehmbaren Einfluss auf das Verhalten. 
d) Die Kreuzung der ursprünglichen Stämme (café au lait X black) hat 
zur Folge, dass die vielen Verhaltensmerkmale, die typisch für die beiden 
Eitergruppen sind, auseinanderfallen. Als Ursache dafür kann die 
Segregation von Polygenen angenommen werden. 
e) Lp erweist sich als Unterdrücker der Merkmale „Sichern", Klettern, 
Vibrieren mit den Vorderpfoten und Schwanzschlagen. Mit grosser 
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Wahrscheinlichkeit stehen diese Unterschiede mit der neurologischen 
Abweichung und der Schwanzdeformation dieser Mutanten in Beziehung, 
f ) Bei der Untersuchung der F2 einer Kreuzung jerkev X waltzes wurden 
zahlreiche qualitative und quantitative Unterschiede zwischen den beiden 
Typen von neurologischen Mutanten einerseits und normalen Mäusen 
andererseits gefunden, und zwar besonders hinsichtlich der Explorierungs-
und selbstbezogenen Komponenten. Das Verhalten im Zusammenhang mit 
der Nahrungsaufnahme ist am wenigsten gestört. 
g) Nach Abschluss der Beobachtungen wurden die Genotypen der neuro-
logischen Mutanten bestimmt. Obwohl sich die beiden Typen stark 
ähneln, ergibt ein Vergleich doch einige quantitative Unterschiede. 
Dadurch ist es möglich, sie statistisch (und nicht individuell) zu unter-
scheiden. Wa/izer-Tiere erweisen sich dabei als die schwerer betroffenen, 
h) Geschwister-Einflüsse veränderten die Resultate aus den Vergleichen 
der Genotypen in keinem nennenswerten Ausmass. 
j) Es gibt Hinweise dafür, dass Veränderungen im Verhalten von 
Mäusen auftreten, wenn sie von Ammenmüttem aufgezogen werden. Das 
Putzen und einige Explorierungskomponenten werden von solchen Tieren 
weniger oft ausgeführt. 
k) Nur in einem Fall (bei maltese dilute und den Tieren der non-dilute-
Gruppe) wurde eine signifikante negative Korrelation zwischen Schnüffeln 
an der Torfstreu und Klettern gefunden. Diese Komponenten schliessen 
sich gegenseitig aus. 
1) Es ist zweifelhaft, ob das Starren zum Beobachter und das Defäzieren 
nützliche Masse für Emotionahtät darstellen. 
Die oben erwähnten Resultate werden diskutiert und interpretiert. 
Einige vielversprechende Methoden und Versuchsrichtungen, die 
möglicherweise die weitere Entwicklung der Verhaltensgenetik fördern 
können, werden erörtert. 
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X. S A M E N V A T T I N G 
Dit onderzoek tracht enkele van de vele problemen op het gebied 
van de gedragsgenetica op te lossen. De voornaamste vraag waarop een 
antwoord gezocht wordt, is: In hoeverre bepalen enkele welbekende in-
dividuele genen de verscheidene aspekten van het gedragsrepertoire van 
muizen? In wezen is deze benadering gericht op het genotype; de ge-
eigende methode is genen-substitutie. 
Ten aanzien van hun invloed op het gedrag is een studie gemaakt 
van de volgende allelen: maltese dilution, pink-eyed dilution, brown, 
looptail, ¡erker, en waltzec. In de literatuur zijn morfologische en fysio-
logische gevolgen van deze mutaties beschreven; gepoogd wordt deze in-
vloeden in verband te brengen met gedragseigenschappen. Teneinde ver-
warring van door individuele genen veroorzaakte verschillen met eventuele 
systematische verschillen voortvloeiend uit de genetische achtergrond, te 
vermijden, wordt de variatie in deze laatste, voorzover doenlijk, aan het 
toeval overgelaten. 
Er worden voorzorgsmaatregelen genomen om voor de proefdieren 
(in totaal 277) de milieu-faktoren gelijk te houden. Door moeder- en 
nestinvloeden veroorzaakte verschillen worden óf uitgesloten óf statistisch 
nagegaan. 
Door middel van direkte waarneming van het gedrag van in een groot 
terrarium geplaatste muizen wordt een ethogram opgesteld. Er wordt ge-
bruik gemaakt van een tweetal proefopstellingen, die registratie van de 
frekwenties van 35 gedragskomponenten mogelijk maken; de één met 
mannetjes alleen, de andere met paren mannetjes. Ook met kwalitatieve 
verschillen wordt rekening gehouden. De verkregen gegevens worden ge-
analyseerd met behulp van verdelingsvrije statistische toetsen. Bovendien 
worden enkele korrelaties tussen komponenten berekend. 
De resultaten kunnen als volgt samengevat worden: 
a) Ondanks de aan het d - allei toegeschreven invloeden op de chemie 
van de hersenen, is er praktisch geen invloed op het gedrag merkbaar. Er 
zijn enkele aanwijzingen dat de mutanten variabeler zijn, hetgeen mogelijk 
een afspiegeling is van een zwakkere kanalisering van hun gedrag. 
b) De frekwentie van het gedragselement „zekeren" is duidelijk lager bij 
muizen die homozygoot zijn voor de mutatie p. Dit is hoogstwaarschijnlijk 
een perifeer effect. Andere minder regelmatig terugkerende resultaten voor 
dit allei zijn lagere frekwenties van het oplichten van één voorpoot en van 
het roffelen met de staart, en een hogere van het knagen aan de wand. 
c) Blijkbaar heeft b geen merkbare invloed op het gedrag. 
d) Kruising van de oorspronkelijke stammen (café au lait X black) heeft 
tot gevolg een opmerkelijk uiteenvallen van de vele eigenschappen waar-
door de ouders waren gekenmerkt. Segregatie van polygenen kan daarvoor 
aansprakelijk worden gesteld. 
e) Lp blijkt de frekwenties van het zekeren, klimmen, vibreren met de 
voorpoten, en staartrof felen te verlagen. Naar alle waarschijnlijkheid staan 
deze verschillen in verband met de neurologische aandoening en de staart-
misvorming van deze mutanten. 
f) Bij de bestudering van de F2 van een kruising tussen ¡erker en waltzer 
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werden ettelijke kwalitatieve en kwantitatieve verschillen opgespoord tus-
sen de twee typen neurologische mutanten enerzijds en normale muizen 
anderzijds, met name ten aanzien van de exploratoire en de op zichzelf 
gerichte komponenten. Het voedingsgedrag is het minst gestoord, 
g) De genotypen van de neurologische mutanten werden na het voltooien 
der waarnemingen gekontroleerd Ofschoon de twee typen zeer veel op 
elkaar lijken, levert een vergelijking toch enkele kwantitatieve verschillen 
op. Dit maakt het mogelijk om ze statistisch (niet individueel) te onder-
scheiden. Waltzers lijken ernstiger aangedaan te zijn. 
h) Over het algemeen genomen hebben nestinvloeden de resultaten van 
de vergelijkingen tussen de genotypen niet in belangrijke mate beïnvloed, 
j) Er zijn aanwijzingen dat wanneer muizen door voedster-ouders worden 
grootgebracht, er veranderingen in hun gedrag optreden. Het wassen en 
enkele exploratoire komponenten worden door deze dieren minder vaak 
uitgevoerd. 
k) Slechts in één geval (de „maltese dilute" en de ,,non-dilute" groep) 
werd een signifikante negatieve korrelatie ontdekt tussen het snuffelen 
aan de turf molm op de vloer en het klimmen; deze komponenten sluiten 
elkaar uit. 
1) Het is twijfelachtig of het staren naar de waarnemer en het defeceren 
bruikbare mate zijn voor emotionaliteit. 
Bovengenoemde resultaten worden besproken en geïnterpreteerd 
Enkele veelbelovende technieken en richtingen van onderzoek, die de 
verdere ontwikkeling van de gedragsgenetica zouden kunnen stimuleren, 
worden nader beschouwd. 
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XII. APPENDICES 
A. Specimen of a registration form for recording 
the behaviour of a single male 
Exploration 
nr. 
Date: 
Sum Remarks 
1 Staring obs. 
2 Hair fluffing 
3 Tail rattling 
4 Sniff, rack 
5 Sniff, bottle 
6 Sniff, peat 
7 Recormoitering 
8 Lifting forepaw 
9 Leaning wall 
10 Gnawing wall 
11 Climbing 
12 Hanging 
13 lumping 
14 Sniff, food 
15 Carrying food 
16 Eating 
17 Drinking 
18 Defecating 
19 Shaking fur 
20 Vibrating forepaws 
21 Grooming 
22 Digging 
23 Pushing 
Circling 
Head shaking 
77 
00 Agonism 
Date: 
Hour. 
4 Wrestling 
5 Chasing 
6 Fleeing 
7 Submiss, posture 
8 Nosing 
9 Touching 
10 Mounting 
11 Grooming 
12 Digging 
Circling 
» 
1 Fixing 
2 Hair fluffuig 
3 Tail rattling 
Animal· Sum Animal- Sum 
tr 
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С. Example of a complete table of frequencies of behavioural components performed by solitary males 
Maltese dilution (d/d) 
Ncanimal 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18* 19 20 
Litter 
Components 
STA 
FLU 
RAT 
RAC 
ВОТ 
PEA 
REC 
LIP 
LEA 
GNA 
CLI 
HAN 
JUM 
FOO 
CAR 
EAT 
DRI 
DEF 
SHA 
VIB 
GRO 
DIG 
PUS 
A 
0 
1 
1 
15 
7 
27 
22 
1 
21 
1 
2 
3 
0 
4 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
0 
13 
21 
0 
В 
1 
1 
2 
14 
11 
26 
18 
2 
14 
1 
18 
1 
0 
9 
0 
2 
0 
0 
2 
3 
10 
7 
0 
A 
0 
1 
1 
4 
9 
19 
16 
3 
22 
3 
11 
1 
0 
7 
0 
1 
1 
0 
0 
0 
9 
25 
0 
С 
0 
1 
2 
8 
7 
22 
6 
1 
14 
3 
8 
0 
0 
7 
0 
0 
0 
1 
0 
1 
3 
11 
1 
D 
0 
1 
0 
12 
10 
19 
6 
0 
27 
1 
10 
1 
0 
5 
0 
0 
1 
2 
3 
0 
20 
0 
0 
E 
0 
0 
0 
21 
6 
20 
14 
3 
40 
3 
17 
0 
0 
7 
0 
0 
0 
1 
0 
1 
4 
11 
0 
F 
0 
1 
0 
18 
5 
26 
5 
0 
17 
1 
13 
2 
0 
8 
0 
0 
0 
2 
0 
1 
10 
3 
0 
G 
0 
1 
0 
12 
6 
39 
17 
0 
14 
0 
9 
0 
0 
3 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
1 
2 
0 
0 
G 
0 
1 
0 
9 
3 
15 
3 
0 
22 
1 
9 
0 
0 
3 
0 
1 
0 
3 
0 
0 
4 
6 
0 
H 
0 
1 
1 
14 
10 
51 
16 
1 
36 
1 
4 
0 
0 
19 
0 
4 
1 
2 
5 
1 
12 
11 
0 
J 
0 
1 
0 
9 
8 
54 
13 
0 
20 
0 
1 
0 
0 
14 
0 
2 
0 
1 
1 
0 
30 
16 
0 
к 
1 
1 
2 
16 
10 
33 
13 
4 
32 
2 
11 
0 
0 
8 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
3 
2 
2 
0 
К 
0 
1 
0 
12 
11 
52 
17 
7 
19 
1 
3 
1 
0 
13 
0 
1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
2 
1 
0 
L 
1 
1 
0 
11 
6 
42 
16 
3 
27 
2 
0 
1 
0 
7 
0 
0 
0 
0 
2 
0 
9 
20 
0 
N 
0 
0 
0 
14 
16 
62 
6 
2 
25 
2 
8 
0 
0 
11 
0 
3 
0 
1 
1 
4 
4 
19 
1 
N 
1 
1 
0 
12 
9 
42 
0 
2 
19 
2 
6 
0 
0 
8 
0 
1 
0 
0 
0 
2 
5 
9 
0 
О 
0 
1 
4 
11 
3 
53 
12 
3 
29 
2 
8 
0 
0 
9 
0 
1 
2 
0 
3 
0 
7 
2 
0 
Ρ 
1 
1 
4 
15 
6 
31 
6 
1 
16 
3 
5 
0 
0 
8 
0 
1 
0 
2 
1 
1 
9 
7 
0 
Q 
0 
1 
0 
15 
5 
50 
15 
0 
22 
2 
14 
0 
0 
6 
0 
2 
0 
0 
3 
3 
13 
15 
0 
Q 
0 
1 
1 
10 
5 
38 
15 
1 
33 
0 
16 
4 
0 
3 
0 
1 
0 
0 
1 
0 
3 
2 
0 
Totals 
5 
18 
18 
252 
153 
721 
236 
34 
469 
31 
173 
14 
0 
159 
0 
20 
5 
15 
24 
21 
171 
188 
2 
vo Abbreviations: see Table 2. * This animal had a seizure. 

S T E L L I N G E N 
I 
Genen voor vachtkleur kunnen polyfene invloeden uitoefenen op het 
gedrag van muizen. 
II 
Het moet sterk betwijfeld worden of de in het dierpsychologisch onder-
zoek gebruikte maten voor aktiviteit, het defeceren, en het „bevriezen" 
wel adekwate parameters zijn voor emotionaliteit. 
III 
De onderdrukking van aggressivi teit bij muizen door chloorpromazine is 
een sekundair effekt: het treedt alleen op bij zodanig grote doseringen dat 
de lokomotorische aktiviteit duidelijk geremd is. 
IV 
Het is wel degelijk mogelijk om een laboratoriummuis snel te leren een 
hefboom neer te drukken. 
V 
Het aanbrengen van geurmerken door honden kan niet geïnterpreteerd 
worden als het afbakenen van een tegen indringers te verdedigen territo-
rium. 
VI 
D e term „terugmutatie" dekt naar alle waarschijnlijkheid een verscheiden-
heid van veranderingen in de nukleotidenketen van de genetische kode, 
leidend tot het ontstaan van wild-vorm isoallelen. 
M. M. GREEN (1965) Proc. XI Int. Congr. Genet., Vol. 2, p. 37. 
S. BRENNER (1965) Proc. XI Int. Congr. Genet., Vol. 2, p. 91. 
VII 
De theorie van de kontinuïteit van plastiden en van mitochondrïen kan, 
niettegenstaande de elektronen-mikroskopische gegevens van MÜHLE-
T H A L E R en BELL, gehandhaafd blijven. 
K. MÜHLETHALER en P. R. BELL (1962) NaturuHss. 49, p. 63. 
P. R. BELL en K. MÜHLETHALER (1962) ƒ. Ultrastructure Res. 7, p. 452. 
Vi l i 
Verschillen in de specifieke aktiviteit van metabolieten van een in de cel 
opgenomen radio-aktieve stof geven op zichzelf geen voldoende infor-
matie over de volgorde waarin deze verbindingen radio-aktief gemerkt 
w o r d e n . G. R. BARTLETT (1958) Annals N.Y. Acad. Sci. 75, 1, р. ПО. 
G. W. F. H. BORST PAUWELS, H. W. LOEF en E. HAVINGA (1962) 
Biochim. Biophys. Acta 65, p. 407. 
IX 
Noch de natuurwetenschap, noch de natuurfilosofie is bij machte ons de 
gehele werkelijkheid te doen kennen, juist omdat zij zich bepalen — 
hoewel ieder op een eigen wijze — tot in begrippen te vatten aspekten 
van de realiteit. 
J. H. F. van Abeelen 
Nijmegen, 1965 



